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Placing your order

Payment is required when 
placing your order.

   Buy direct from our 
easy‑to‑use online shop:  
rnib.org.uk/shop

   Call our Helpline on 
0303 123 9999. Our 
Helpline is open Monday to 
Friday at 8am to 8pm and 
on Saturday at 9am to 1pm.

   Email  
helpline@rnib.org.uk

   You can also connect 
through an Alexa‑enabled 
device by saying “Alexa, 
call RNIB Helpline”.

   Schools and 
organisations can email 
kaorders@rnib.org.uk 
to place an order.

   We accept Visa, Visa 
Debit, Switch Visa Debit, 
Mastercard and Electron.

Alternatively, you can send us 
a cheque or postal order with 
your order, payable to RNIB, at:  
RNIB  
Northminster House, 
Northminster, 
Peterborough, PE1 1YN

Special orders

We work with partners to deliver 
products on our behalf. Where a 
product is listed as “Special order” 
we will pass on your contact 
information to be able to deliver 
the product effectively. We may 
quote extended delivery times, 
outside of our standard terms and 
conditions, for these products. 
For further details, visit our 
online shop at rnib.org.uk/shop 
or contact our Helpline 
on 0303 123 9999.

Keep up to date

Be one of the first to hear about 
our new product launches and 
special offers by subscribing to 
our New Product Guide. Call 
the Helpline on 0303 123 9999 
to sign up for the braille, audio, 
large print or email formats. 

For demonstrations of our 
most popular products, or to 
see presentations by blind and 
partially sighted people, visit 
youtube.com/user/rnibuk, and 
view the RNIB Products playlist.

To find all services in your 
area supporting blind and 
partially sighted people, 
visit sightlinedirectory.org.uk
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Products for Life Store

Our Products for Life Store 
consultations are a great way of 
finding out about the products we 
offer and give you the chance to 
try before you buy. 

Chat to our Product Coordinators 
by phone or video call, or visit 
one of our three stores in Belfast, 
Edinburgh or London.

Please view our opening times 
and book your appointment at 
rnib.in/ProductsStore so that 
we can schedule time to help 
with your queries. 

Understanding our pricing

Many of our products have been 
specially designed, which means 
blind and partially sighted people 
– or anyone buying on their 
behalf – will not pay VAT on these 
products. Where there is one price 
listed, everyone pays this price; this 
may be the price inclusive of VAT 
or a zero‑VAT rated item. Where 
there are two prices listed, blind 
and partially sighted people – and 
anyone buying on their behalf 
– can pay the lower price which 
excludes VAT. Zero-VAT and ex VAT 
prices are shown in pink, inc VAT 
prices are shown in black.

Prices are correct at time of 
publishing and VAT is 20 per cent. 
Both may be subject to change. 
For the latest prices, please call our 
Helpline or visit our online shop.

Whenever you buy a product 
from our online shop, you are 
helping RNIB to support people 
with sight loss.

Information about energy usage
On our online shop RNIB's 
electrical products are listed with 
their power consumption. The 
cost of running these products 
will depend on individual energy 
supplier’s charges.
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Reading services

RNIB Newsagent
Our Newsagent service provides 
a wide range of newspapers and 
magazines in audio, braille and 
electronic text. You can also listen 
to your favourite magazines, plan 
your week’s TV or radio choices with 
our Big Print guides, and get your 
newspaper delivered by email or on 
CD. Visit rnib.org.uk/newsagent

RNIB Library
You can download or borrow books 
and music scores for free from our 
Library – the largest of its kind in 
the UK. Download Talking Books, 
eBooks and electronic braille 
books through our online Library, 
and keep them on your phone, 
tablet, PC or smart speaker. Or, if 
you prefer physical audio or braille 
books, you can join our postal 
Library and have these delivered to 
your home. Visit rnib.in/Books

RNIB Bookshare
If you’re studying at school, college 
or university, RNIB Bookshare offers 
a free collection of textbooks and 
educational materials to support 
the UK Curriculum. Our range of 

accessible formats can be read 
electronically and adapted to suit 
the personal reading needs of 
learners. Visit rnibbookshare.org

RealSAM Pocket
RealSAM Pocket is a reading device 
designed to make accessing RNIB 
Newsagent and Talking Books 
simple through voice operation: 
just say “read the Guardian”, or “find 
books by Agatha Christie”. It’s also 
a talking mobile phone, so you can 
say “call John” or “add a contact for 
Jane Smith”.

RealSAM Pocket is great value, 
offering access to the latest in 
voice‑controlled technology, a 
subscription to RNIB Newsagent, 
Talking Books, unlimited UK calls, 
texts and a choice of mobile 
data with O2 as part of a simple, 
monthly subscription. 

To order, please call 
RealSAM’s dedicated helpline 
on 01733 514 612, or email 
RealSAM Pocket directly at 
helpline@realsam.co.uk

Discover our free Library services and enjoy your favourite novels in 
your preferred format. Sign up to RNIB Newsagent for newspapers 
and magazines and get support for learners from RNIB Bookshare. 
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Some of our tabletop and portable DAISY players also support 
playback of content on USB memory sticks.

RNIB USB-Communiplayer
It’s easy to sync your smart device, via Bluetooth, to the RNIB 
Communiplayer and have it act as a speaker to play your music, 
audiobook or podcasts. The Communiplayer also supports content 
on a USB memory stick.

This small, portable media player has a built‑in rechargeable battery, 
which lasts up to eight hours, so you can move it easily from room to 
room, and into your garden or workshop.

The player has black casing with contrasting large, tactile white 
buttons. Bookmarking is automatic when the player is paused or 
stopped. When the USB stick is removed and reinserted the player will 
automatically start playing at the point you left off. The player can 
bookmark up to 20 individual USB sticks, but you cannot add multiple 
bookmarks to a single USB stick.

USB and media players

DH475 £34.99 £41.99 

In the box
 ◼ Mini‑USB to USB charger cable

Additional items
 ◼ HT376 USB charger plug
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RNIB Accord USB player
The RNIB Accord combination USB player and Bluetooth speaker is our 
most advanced audio device and designed specifically for blind and 
partially sighted users, with easy‑to‑use tactile controls, easy‑to‑locate 
ports, bookmarking features and chapter skipping function.

Small, light and highly portable, you can listen to Talking Books on 
USB and any other audio via Bluetooth – podcasts, BBC Sounds, 
Audible audiobooks, your ‘dance like nobody’s watching’ playlist. If your 
smartphone or tablet can play it, you can listen to it on the RNIB Accord.

The rechargeable battery provides five to six hours listening on a full 
charge. Simply place the RNIB Accord on to the Qi wireless charger 
provided and hear the player announce when it is correctly positioned for 
charging. 

With its high quality speaker, the RNIB Accord is the perfect way to listen 
to your favourite things in the living room, kitchen, garden or shed. And 
you can easily move it with you as you go about your day. 
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Stylish and modern‑looking, it has a black case with contrasting white 
buttons. The volume control buttons are a large, tactile plus and minus 
sign on one side of the device, designed to be easily located by touch. 
They also function as chapter skip forward/backward buttons.

Its two other control buttons and all ports are on top of the device for ease 
of use. The round, white power button is engraved with a power symbol, 
and the white book/folder skip button is distinctly smaller and smooth. 
The power button also functions as the play/pause button.

The RNIB Accord gives voice prompts in a clear, natural, English male voice 
to indicate battery, Bluetooth, charging and software update status. It will 
also speak when headphones, a USB stick, or an SD card are connected/
disconnected and when a control button is pressed.

DH472 £49.99 £59.99   Coming soon

In the box
 ◼ USB‑A to USB‑C cable
 ◼ Qi wireless charge pad
 ◼ Micro‑USB to USB‑C cable

Additional items
 ◼ HT376 USB charger plug
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DAISY players

DAISY is a high-quality audio recording with the benefit of 
browsing, skipping to a new chapter or inserting bookmarks.

Victor Reader Stratus DAISY MP3 player
All Victor Reader Stratus audiobook players feature large, tactile, high‑
contrast keys, a built‑in speaker and headphone jack, and self‑voicing 
controls, making them easy to use. These players can be used at home 
or out and about thanks to their rechargeable battery and integrated 
carrying handle.

Features include variable playback speed, sleep timer, and an information 
key to announce details of the content you’re reading, such as book title 
and time remaining. The “Where am I?” feature lets you know where in the 
book you are, and the key describer announces the function of each key.

The Stratus 4 models have a simple four‑arrow keypad to easily navigate 
novels, magazines, and newspapers. Alternatively, the Stratus 12M provides 
a telephone‑style number pad for navigation to specific pages in highly 
structured publications such as reference and textbooks.

Attach the optional keypad cover to hide all but the most essential keys to 
simulate a traditional cassette player.

In addition to playing CDs, the Stratus M model supports USB memory 
stick and SD card. With its built‑in text‑to‑speech (TTS) capability, you can 
play computer text documents saved to these external media options.

Never lose your place – your player will automatically resume reading 
where you left off, regardless of how many books you’re reading. Use the 
bookmark function to mark important places in your document.

The battery takes four hours to fully charge and lasts up to 10 hours when 
playing DAISY audiobooks, but varies with other audio formats. A two‑year 
warranty and spare charger (DD63) available separately.

DD59 Stratus 4 £325.00 £390.00  Bestseller
DD60 Stratus 4M £375.00 £450.00
DD62 Stratus 12M £375.00 £450.00
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DAISY players

In addition to playing CDs, the Stratus 4M 
model supports USB memory stick and SD 
card, as well as the built‑in text‑to‑speech 
(TTS) capability.

Image shows the DD60 Stratus 4M model
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Victor Reader Stream (New Generation)
This pocket‑sized player has well‑spaced buttons 
in an easy‑to‑use layout. It plays a wide variety of 
file formats, so you can enjoy books, music and 
documents, in both audio and text‑to‑speech 
(TTS) formats. Listen using the built‑in speaker or 
headphones. Supplied with a 4GB SD card, silicone case, 
rechargeable battery, mains charger, earphones, two 
USB cables, and a full audio user guide installed. The 
battery lasts for up to 15 hours when listening to audio 
books, or eight hours when using the voice recorder. 
This player comes with a two‑year warranty.

DD65 £370.00 £444.00

Victor Reader Trek – player and GPS
All the great features of the Victor Reader Stream 
with added GPS. Navigate the world around you while 
reading the latest book on your list or listening to 
your favourite podcasts. Using TomTom maps, with 
the press of a button, Trek will tell you your current 
nearest address, the direction you’re travelling in 
and next instructions for the route you’re following. 
Simply drop a voice‑tagged landmark to receive 
turn‑by‑turn directions to that exact point. You can 
then easily get back to your reading material exactly 
where you left off. Supplied with a USB cable, power 
adaptor, belt‑clip and lanyard, headphones and 
weather‑resistant carrying case. This player comes 
with a two‑year warranty.

HT278 £725.00 £870.00  Special order

DD65

HT278
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Orbit Reader 20
This compact and revolutionary braille display offers 
easy book reading and note‑taking at an affordable 
price. The Orbit Reader 20 is portable and features 
20 refreshable eight‑dot braille cells. It offers reading 
books via SD card, simple notetaking, Bluetooth and 
USB connectivity. The Orbit Reader 20 from RNIB 
comes with pre‑installed content, including a variety of 
books and the Oxford English Dictionary.

HT358 £580.00   £696.00

Orbit Reader 20 Plus
The same size and functionality as the Orbit Reader 
20, the Plus also features a calculator and onboard 
forward and backward translation which supports 
more than 40 languages. Includes a clock/alarm, 
calendar and calculator.

HT358-PLUS £695.00   £834.00

Braille displays

HT358

HT358PLUS

Enjoy your favourite books and magazines in refreshable 
electronic braille. 

Orbit Reader 40
This reader features 40 refreshable eight‑dot braille cells. In book reader 
mode you can read your favourite book and files from SD card or USB. 
Note‑taker mode enables you to take notes and edit files. When in 
braille display mode, you can connect with up to five devices over USB 
and Bluetooth. Works with all popular screen readers. Onboard forward 
and backward translation supports more than 40 languages. Includes 
a clock/alarm, calendar and calculator.

HT358-40 
£1,360.00 £1,632.00
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Brailliant BI 20X and Brailliant BI 40X
Humanware’s Brailliant BI X braille displays are packed with customizable 
features and are the first to include text‑to‑speech, bringing you closer to 
a hybrid notetaker feel. Choose the extremely portable 20‑cell Brailliant 
BI 20X HT395 or the future‑ready Brailliant BI 40X with 40 cells HT396.

Both devices can pair with five Bluetooth devices and one USB device 
simultaneously. And by allowing you to speak the word under the cursor 
and announce an unfamiliar word, the text‑to‑speech feature promotes 
braille proficiency, making it easier to switch from uncontracted to 
contracted braille.

You can also customize the main menu, configure HumanWare's 
signature thumb keys, select the braille table, and adjust the auto‑scroll 
speed to suit your reading preferences and maximize your comfort.

The KeySoft Lite editing application makes discreet note taking a 
pleasure and with up to 32GB of usable internal storage and the included 
onboard translation ensuring compatibility with various file types, 
managing data has never been easier.

Once paired with your screen reader via Bluetooth or USB connections, 
emailing, saving, and transferring documents of various file types 
couldn't be easier. 

The Brailliant BI 20X is a smart and compact braille display, designed 
to bring you mobility, comfort, and efficiency at all times, while the 
Brailliant BI 40X is uniquely powered by Bluetooth 5 wireless technology 
to double your pairing speed and quadruple your range, providing a 
more reliable and stable connection for an outstanding user experience. 

Both devices have an eight‑dot Perkins keyboard with two space 
bars, and the Brailliant BI 40X also has six command keys. The devices 
are compatible with JAWS 18 and above, Dolphin SuperNova, NVDA, 
VoiceOver iOS and MAC iOS.

Battery life is 20 hours, with recharging via a USB-C cable.
HT395 Brailliant BI 20X £1,895.00 £2,274.00  New
HT396 Brailliant BI 40X £3,095.00 £3,714.00  New
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Brailliant BI 20X and 
Brailliant BI 40X

Image shows HT396 
40X model.
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Orcam Read Smart
This lightweight, handheld device uses a smart camera 
and AI technology to read out text from any printed 
surface or digital screen. Just point it towards the 
text and press a button to hear it instantly read from 
books, newspapers, smartphone screens, computers, 
and more. It can also recognise barcodes and 
detect currency. Listen via the mini speaker on the 
device, through wired headphones or via Bluetooth 
headphones or speaker.

HT387 £2,000.00 £2,400.00  New

Scan and read

HT387

If reading text is difficult, there are machines that will scan and 
read the content out loud to you – whether that’s a book, a letter 
from the GP or a newspaper. 
 
For information or advice on technology that will be suitable for 
your needs, please contact our team on 0303 123 9999 and speak 
to one of our advisors within the Sight Loss Advice Service.
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Smart Reader HD
This lightweight, portable reader/scanner has large, 
user‑friendly, tactile control buttons and is designed 
to be a fully integrated reading solution for people 
with low vision. Simply position a document under the 
HD camera and listen along as the text is read out via 
the built‑in speaker, or through headphones. You can 
connect the reader to a monitor or TV to view the text 
in your preferred size and high contrast colour option 
too. More than 20 languages available with high‑
quality, natural male or female voices. Easily scan, save, 
and recall images and import or export documents 
through the USB port.

HT391 £1,660.00 £1,992.00  New

HT391
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Lighting solutions 

See page 58
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Shared reading books
Check out our delightful collection of shared reading books for pre‑
school or primary children and read them over and over again! Adapted 
to include Unified English Braille (UEB) on either interleaved clear sheets 
or clear self‑adhesive labels, allowing the print text and images to be seen 
underneath and the book to be enjoyed by everyone.

Titles change regularly and prices start from £5.99.

  Visit shop.rnib.org.uk/reading/books

Enjoy reading together with our shared reading books 
which combine print, images and braille to capture every 
reader’s imagination.

Children’s braille books

DK Braille Books
We worked with 
leading publisher 
Dorling Kindersley to 
create the DK Braille 
collection of shared 
reading books for 
children of pre-school 
age through to 12 
years old. They contain 
braille, clear print 
and colourful tactile 
images, making them 
inclusive as well as 
educational and fun.

Prices start from 
£9.99.
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Typoscopes – reading guides
Mixed pack of four black plastic reading guides with 
a cut‑out section to reduce the amount of visible 
text and to reduce glare, making it easier to focus 
on one line. Choose the size that fits your reading 
material, from large print books to paperbacks, 
and from newspapers and magazine articles to 
large print columns.

DW48 £4.50 £5.40

Check out the learning section of our Online Shop for aids 
to support reading and writing, both print and braille.

Reading aids

DW48

Bookaroo
This beanbag reading rest will hold your book, phone or tablet at the exact 
angle you want on your knee, floor or desk. Made from the softest leather‑
effect PU and available in three funky colours, it’s perfect for readers of all 
ages. There’s even a little zipped pocket with a microfibre lining – use the 
lining to clean your screen and the pocket to store charging cables.

£21.00   While stocks last
DH453-O Orange
DH453-TQ Turquoise
DH453-PK Pink
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Games 
and 
leisure
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Mow access braille game 
The aim of this udderly moovelous game is to create 
a herd using the delightfully illustrated tactile cow 
tiles, while avoiding getting too many flies (each cow 
tile has between zero and five flies on it) – the more 
flies you collect, the lower your total score. At the end 
of each round, each player takes numbered tokens 
to keep track of their flies. Tokens have high‑contrast 
numbers printed on them and are in different shapes 
and sizes for anyone playing by touch. The game ends 
when someone collects 100 flies. The person with the 
fewest flies wins.

Two to five players Age: 7+
GB113 £22.00 £26.40  New

Board games

GB113

Make the most of sunny afternoons in the garden or grey days stuck 
inside with our tactile and large print games. We’ve got word games 
and strategy games, not to mention tactile dice and dominoes. 
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GB117

Tactile magnetic Ludo 
Race your pawns around the board to get them all 
home before your opponents. Board and coloured 
counters are tactile and magnetic. One tactile dice 
supplied. In addition to clear tactile markings for 
each starting circle, the track, home straight and 
home triangles, each track square has a braille 
number. Colours are represented by a tactile symbol 
on board and counters, for example, a cross for 
green and a dot for red.
Two to four players Age: 6+
GB117 £26.00 £31.20  New

Quarto Access tactile game 
Test your strategy skills with this accessible and inclusive version of 
Quarto. Quarto Access is played by touch and memory and the aim of 
the game is to be the first player to create a line of four pieces with at 
least one common characteristic: round or square, short or tall, hollow or 
solid, grooved or smooth. The twist is that your opponent chooses which 
piece you must play! The tactile pieces are placed on the wooden board, 
which has a four‑by‑four grid, and are held in position by magnets. The 
game is supplied with two blindfolds to create a level playing field for 
sighted and non‑sighted players. 

Two players Age: 8+
GB114 £31.50 £37.80  New
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GB100

GB94

GB98

Scrabble
Mattel’s bestselling word game! The board has large 
squares with pegs at each corner, so the tiles sit securely 
in place. On your turn, easily rotate the board to face 
you using the built‑in stand. Each plastic tile measures 
2.4cm square and the bold black letters are in 16 point. 
The tiles in the braille edition have clear braille labels, 
so the large print can still be read underneath, and the 
board has tactile markings on the premium squares.

Two to four player Age: 10+
£38.00   £45.60
GB92 Large print   Bestseller
GB95 Braille

Tactile wooden board games
Classic wooden board games with tactile boards and 
playing pieces. 

Not suitable for children under three years old.
GB94 Backgammon £46.00 £55.20
GB98 Draughts £33.33 £40.00

Super Big Boggle
A supersize version of the fun family word game that’s 
not just entertaining, but educational as well. Shake 
up the box, let the letter cubes settle on the grid, then 
find as many words as you can in four minutes. The 
dark blue, capital letters on each white 1.7cm cube are 
written in 36 point. 

Two or more players Age: 8+
GB100 £32.40 

GB92
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GB108

GB116

Dominoes
28‑piece, double‑six domino sets with black dots on a 
white background and tactile markers in the middle of 
each tile. Choose from raised or indented dots.

Age: 6+
GB108 Raised dots £17.50 £21.00
GB87 Indented dots £10.00   While stocks last

Tactile dice – pack of two
Easy‑to‑see, 2cm white dice with raised black dots. 

GB116 £4.99 £5.99

Tactile Connect 4
We’ve modified this family favourite from Hasbro, so 
the coloured counters are distinctly different. The red 
counters have holes in the middle of them while the 
yellow counters are solid, so you’ll always know which 
counters are yours.

Two players Age: 6+
GB105 £19.00 £22.80

GB105

 Download our Let's Play guide, written with two parents and 
filled with play ideas for children with vision impairment 
– rnib.org.uk/play

25Call today 0303 123 9999
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Whether you’re playing Snap! with pre-schoolers, Sevens with 
friends or prefer the peace and quiet of Solitaire, there’s nothing 
more adaptable than a pack of playing cards. Our range of 
accessible cards also includes UNO and Happy Families.

UNO card game with braille
A game of skill and chance. The winner is the first 
player to score 500 points by eliminating their hand of 
cards before their opponents. Each easy‑to‑see card is 
embossed with contracted braille in the top left and 
bottom right corners. 

Two to 10 players Age: 7+
GC06 £14.00 £16.80  

Bingo cards
Our large print and braille bingo cards guarantee you 
won’t miss a single number. Each pack contains 100 
cards, with one game per card. Please note for legal 
reasons these cannot be used in licensed public Bingo 
halls. Large print cards are A5 size with numbers in 
48‑point font. Braille number cards are A4 size and do 
not include a printed number.

£7.00 £8.40 per pack
GB60 Large print
GB62 Braille

GB62

GB60

Card games

GC06
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GC07U

Happy Families braille playing cards
Collect as many families as possible of father, mother, 
son and daughter in this classic card game. The animal 
families are beautifully illustrated, and the cards are 
embossed in contracted braille at the top and bottom.

Two to four players Age: 3+
GC05 £5.25 £6.30 

Playing cards
Traditional playing cards, available with three 
variations in character heights: Print 0.9cm, Large print 
1.5cm, Giant print 3.2cm.

£5.25 £6.30
GC07U Print and braille, blue
GC07R Print and braille, red
GC11U Large print with braille, blue
GC11R Large print with braille, red

    £6.30
GC12 Giant print, blue
GC13 Giant print, red

GC05
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Put your brain cells to the test with one of our large print puzzle 
books or test your logic skills against our magnetic braille 
Sudoku kit.

Puzzles

Marburg braille Sudoku 
Pit your logic skills against as many Sudoku puzzles as you can with this 
magnetic braille Sudoku kit.

Simply position one of the Sudoku sheets on the magnetised aluminium 
board and use the magnetic pen to place metal number tiles embossed in 
the right place. Each tile is embossed with a number from one to nine in 
braille. The game comes with 10 Sudoku sheets, plus one blank grid for you 
to create your own puzzles.

  Warning: this is not a toy. Keep out of reach of children.

In the box
 ◼ Magnetic Sudoku board
 ◼ Compartmented storage box and 90 tiles
 ◼ Magnetic pen
 ◼ 10 Sudoku braille puzzle sheets (plus one blank grid)
 ◼ 10 Sudoku print puzzle sheets
 ◼ Manual in braille and print

GB109 £77.50 £93.00 

Also available
 ◼ Extra print and braille puzzle packs. 

GB110 Mixed difficulty puzzle sheets, set 2 £12.50
GB111-S2 Answer sheets for GB110 £1.75
GB112-M1 Medium difficulty puzzle sheets, set 1 £12.50
GB111-M1 Answer sheets for GB112‑M1 £1.75

Answer sheets can be downloaded free from the RNIB Shop.
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Check out our monthly puzzle magazine, 
Conundrum, for Sudokus, crosswords and word 
searches in braille at rnib.org.uk/newsagent

29
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Large print and jumbo print puzzle books
Easy‑to‑see puzzles on high quality paper. Puzzles and 
answers are presented in at least 16‑point font.

£8.99
PZ014 Large print Brain Training Games
PZ016 Large print wordsearch
PZ017 Large print Brain Games
PZ018 Large print wordsearch
PZ019 Extra‑large print wordsearch book

PZ014

PZ018

PZ019
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Handicraft and art

Keep your creative juices flowing – whether you’re a knitter, sewer, 
DIYer or a budding young artist, we’ve got tools to help you enjoy 
your hobbies. 

Talking photo album
Create a special family photo album, 
pull together a school project or 
gather your favourite recipes in this 
20‑page album. Each page can hold 
up to 18 seconds of audio‑recording 
and you can re‑record the message 
as many times as you like using the 
built‑in microphone.

DH427 £35.99

Additional items
 ◼ BAT03 Three AAA batteries
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LED hands-free magnifier 1.5× 
This illuminated hands‑free magnifier is ideal for 
detailed craft work. Its bright white LEDs and four‑inch 
round lens give a mild 1.5× magnification that’s perfect 
for hobbies such as knitting, sewing, model‑making 
and puzzles, while the inset 4× bifocal helps you to 
see minute details more clearly. The curved base 
and adjustable neck strap mean the magnifier sits 
on your chest, leaving both hands free for the task 
at hand. Cushioned braces also steady the magnifier 
against you, so it’s positioned correctly for whatever 
you’re doing.

MAG107 £17.75 £21.30

In the box
 ◼ BAT03 Three AAA batteries

Tactile tape measures
Our metric and imperial measuring tapes are both 
made from plastic‑coated fabric and have metal 
eyelets to mark measurements. There are single eyelets 
to mark centimetres / inches and half inches, and 
double eyelets to mark every 10cm / foot.

£6.50 £7.80
DH465 Tactile tape measure, 150cm  New
DH466 Tactile tape measure, 60 inches  New

MAG107

DH465
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ProTape 16 talking tape measure
This metal tape measure announces readings for 
feet, inches, metres, centimetres or millimetres. The 
memory function allows you to add measurements up 
to a total of 999.99 metres (3,196.8ft), and this memory 
is retained when the unit is switched off.

English male voice
Five metres (16ft)
DY07 £59.99 £71.99

Tactile colouring books
These tactile colouring books each contain 10 raised 
images on a theme, for colouring in. Images are 
printed (in black) as well as being tactile. Each page is 
also titled in uncontracted braille and print.

Age: 4+
£11.99  New
ET83 Christmas
ET84 Mythological creatures

Spectrum very thick colour pencils (pack of 12)
These 12 colouring pencils are all core colour with no 
wasteful wooden barrel. A paper wrapper provides grip 
and the quality pencils offer a good laydown of colour. 

Age: 8+

ET89 £7.50   New

Spectrum broad felt pens (pack of 12)
These high quality broad tipped pens have long‑lasting 
ink that washes out. With 12 standard assorted colours.
Age: 8+
ET90 £3.50   New

DY07

ET84

ET89

ET90
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Blind football

  Please note, balls will need inflating; 
pump and valve adaptors are not supplied.

Dave Clarke edition footballs
Our Dave Clarke edition footballs are inspired by 
the three‑times Paralympian who is also England’s 
highest‑ever goal scorer with 128 goals. These special 
edition balls are RNIB‑branded and printed with Dave 
Clarke’s signature.

Blind football
Our audible footballs are perfect whether you’re on 
the pitch or in your back garden using jumpers for 
goalposts. Go ahead and bend it like Beckham (but 
don’t damage the delphiniums!).

Blue Flame blind football
This size three rattling football is ideal for either indoor 
or outdoor play and is internationally approved for 
five‑a‑side/football for the blind (B1) competition 
games. This hand‑stitched, inflatable football is made 
from textured first‑class PU material. It is white with 
blue flashes running over it.

It has six rattling metal sound devices under the 
pentagon panels, for excellent sound and balance, 
and reduced bounce, according to International Blind 
Sports Federation (IBSA) specifications.

£37.50 £45.00
GS28U Standard edition
GS28DC Dave Clarke edition   While stocks last

Dave Clarke, 
RNIB Chief 
Operating 
Officer

GS28U
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Rainbow five-a-side blind football
This colourful size three football is hand‑stitched from 
imitation leather with a glossy surface and produces a 
loud rattling sound so it can be located easily in play.

This blind football meets the weights and measures 
standards laid out by the International Blind Sports 
Federation (IBSA), but it is not approved for IBSA‑
sanctioned competitions. This white football has 
reduced bounce and colourful flashes of green, orange, 
yellow, red, blue and purple running over it.

It is suitable for indoor and outdoor play. Six large 
sound devices under the hexagonal panels produce an 
excellent rattling sound.

£37.50 £45.00
GS29R Standard edition
GS29DC Dave Clarke edition   While stocks last

Rattle ball – soccer, size 5
This size five multi‑purpose rattling soccer ball is great 
for either indoor or outdoor games of five‑a‑side and 
football, and for various ball games, training and play.

Made from strong imitation leather, this ball is lighter 
and larger than IBSA‑approved balls for blind football, 
and it also bounces more.

This white ball with purple decoration is 
recommended for players who prefer a lively and 
fun ball with a good bounce. Three sound devices 
produce a good rattling sound.

GS37R £29.99 £35.99

GS29R

GS37R
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Apricot blind football
This strong audible football is ideal for beginners or 
casual players who don’t want to break the bank for 
a kickabout. Suitable for indoor or outdoor games, 
this size three football is made of red PVC with blue 
markings and has four rattling devices which make 
the ball easy to locate in play.

GS39 £27.00 £32.40  New

Blind football start-up kit
This start‑up kit contains everything you need to get 
started with the popular Paralympic sport of blind 
football (also known as five‑a‑side football). You 
get one size 3 audible football, plus eight polyester 
blindfolds (four red, four black), all packed in a 
drawstring cotton bag.

The bright yellow football is of official size and weight 
and contains rattling devices so that it can be easily 
located in play. It is hand‑stitched from finest PU, with 
a glossy surface.

GS33 £37.50 £45.00

GS39
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Petito foam sound ball
This little ball is soft, spongy and friendly to use! Made 
with PU panels, filled with acrylic wool and equipped 
with three sound devices to make it easy to locate.

This multi‑purpose ball is easy to throw, roll, grab 
and hold, and has a pleasant rattling sound. It can be 
used for numerous activities and is an especially good 
choice for small children and seniors.

Primarily intended for indoor use, however, this ball 
can be used outdoors in dry weather.

£18.00 £21.60
GS30O Standard edition

Skinned foam bell ball
These hard foam balls are ideal for use by beginners 
in the fast‑growing sport of Goalball, and for 
catching and throwing games. Each contains 
three metal bells so they can be located when in 
play.

GS18 
Yellow, 15cm diameter 
£18.00

GS19 
Orange, 20cm diameter 
£20.00

Foam and sensory balls

The road to Wembley starts here… Ignite a love of sport in small 
children by playing simple games with these audible foam and 
rubber balls and maybe one day, like Dave Clarke, they’ll 
be wearing three lions (or a dragon, red devil, or an artillery 
cannon) on their shirt!

GS30O

GS19
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Butterfly bell ball
This bright and colourful size five rubber bell ball has 
a charming pattern of birds, flowers and butterflies on 
its surface, and makes a pleasant jingling sound so it 
can be easily located. Soft, light and flexible, it’s ideal 
for multiple kinds of indoor play and sports and can 
also be used for play in swimming pools. It should not 
be used on rough surfaces outdoors. Please note, ball 
will need inflating; hand/foot pump and needle valve 
adaptor not supplied.

GS38 £18.00 £21.60

GS38

Health and Wellbeing
Keep track of your blood 
pressure and heart rate with 
this talking monitor DH432

See page 96
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Other sports

Activity kit for blind sports
This kit contains the essential items to get active and try out a new 
sport: eight good quality audible balls of varying size, with rattling or 
jingling sounds; eight polyester masks; five running tethers; six blind 
sports glasses; inspirational folder containing suggested activities and 
instructions; and a ball pump and handy container.

The eight balls included consist of: two small foam balls with bells, 
a spongy foam ball with rattling sound, a size one ball with rattling 
sound, a lightweight size four ball with rattling sound, a soccer bell ball 
(size five), a basketball (size seven), and a football of official standards.

GS34 £239.99 £287.99 

 Anyone for tennis? Or cricket? Or basketball, goalball or rugby, 
for that matter? If you want to play ball, we have the spherical 
objects that you need…

  Please note, balls will need inflating; pump and valve 
adaptors are not supplied.
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Justa Blind sports mask
This eyeshade is used for goalball, football and 
other blind sports – it shuts out all light and sight 
to ensure fair play. Made of soft black moulded 
rubber and pure light‑resistant PU foam to ensure a 
close and comfortable fit, this one‑size mask has an 
adjustable elastic strap.

The flexible mask wraps around your head, offering 
some protection to upper cheekbones and the nose 
root. All edges are rounded, so that other players will 
not get hurt by the mask.

£29.99 £35.99 
GS35R Red elastic strap
GS35U Blue elastic strap

Blind tennis balls
Pack of audible yellow foam tennis balls – suitable 
for other throwing games too. These balls are made 
of strong yellow foam, and each have a jingling ball 
inside to make them easy to locate during play. These 
balls withstand cleaning with rubbing alcohol.

GS31-2 Pack of two balls  £22.50 £27.00

GS35R and GS35U

GS31-2
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Basketball with bells, size seven
This high‑quality size seven audible basketball is made 
from orange rubber and contains two bells which 
make a clear jingling sound so it can be located easily 
when in play.

It can be used for all sorts of throwing games and is 
suitable for use in swimming pools or at the beach.

The ball is also suitable for goalball training for 
children if the ball is inflated so that it is still a bit 
soft and easy to control. Some goalball players 
even use the basketball for training their throwing 
technique at home.

£29.99 £35.99
GS32O Standard edition
GS32RE RNIB edition

WV Goalball
An official heavyweight Goalball approved by the 
International Blind Sports Federation. Made of strong, 
heavyweight blue rubber with eight holes, it contains 
three metal bells so it can be located when in play. 
Suitable for hand ball games only. Measures 25cm 
diameter and weighs 1.25kg.

Age: 10+
GS08 £67.50 £81.00   Bestseller

GS32RE

GS08
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Audible cricket ball
White ball, made from strong hard plastic, with ball 
bearings inside. Measures 7.6cm diameter.

GS25 £8.50 £10.20

Reizen Rockstar audible rugby ball, size 5
This professional‑grade white rugby ball has internal 
rust‑proof, non‑magnetic bells for locating the ball 
during play. Covered with soft, matt PVC, it provides 
excellent all‑weather performance. The latex bladder 
provides maximum bounce and air retention.

GS16 £29.99 £35.99

Running tether
This running band has handles at both ends, for 
comfortable running or walking with a sighted guide.

The tether is washable, made from strong cotton and 
branded with the RNIB logo. Length: 50 cm.

GS36RE £8.99 £10.79

GS16

GS36RE

GS25
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Kitchen

Whether you want to be named Star Baker or simply make a cup of 
tea with confidence, our accessible kitchen range is here to help. 
We’ve got gadgets for measuring ingredients, checking 
temperature, preparing food, and opening containers.

Time for a cuppa!
We’ve been helping people with sight loss get their morning cuppa for 
more than 25 years with tried and tested gadgets like our Liquid Level 
Indicator. Get ready to dunk your biscuits…

DK127

DK139

RNIB Liquid Level Indicator
Want to know when your cup is full? Place this helpful 
gadget on the side of your cup; a series of beeps 
or vibrations indicate when you can add milk, and 
another quicker alert follows when the cup is nearly 
full. Lightweight and suitable for use on most cups, 
there are also two magnets on the back, allowing 
easy storage on your fridge. The easy‑open battery 
drawer makes changing batteries simple, and a beep 
confirms they are fitted correctly. A damp cloth can 
be used to clean the probes, but the unit should not 
be immersed in liquid.

£11.25 £13.50

DK127  Bestseller
Audible and vibratory,  
yellow

DK139 
Audible, blue and white
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Anti-spill suction mug
It can be easy to accidentally knock your mug, spilling 
or splashing your drink. This mug’s clever suction design 
makes it difficult to knock over, and releases instantly 
when lifted upright with the handle. The mug’s twin 
wall insulation and silicone‑sealed lid keep your drink 
hotter, or colder, for longer. Fully compatible with the 
RNIB liquid level indicator.

Not microwave-safe
£22.50
DK201-BK Black   New
DK201-W White   New
DK201-C Coral pink    New

Dycem non-slip cup holder
This non‑slip cup holder prevents unwanted movement 
and sliding, helping to keep your hot and cold drinks 
firmly in place.

£7.80
DK32U Blue 
DK32Y Yellow

DK201-BK

DK201-C

DK32U

  Please note that kitchen items are non-returnable, unless 
faulty, for hygiene reasons. For more information on a 
product, please search for the product on rnib.org.uk/shop 
or call our Helpline on 0303 123 9999.
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Food preparation

Talking kitchen scales with easy-to-see jug
These scales have a weighing capacity of 5kg/11lb and 
can also measure liquids up to 1,300ml, reading out 
the measurement in a clear voice. The scales have clear 
tactile buttons and a large LCD display, while the jug 
has bold markings on the outside, showing millilitres, 
pints and UK fluid ounces. The jug has a foam easy‑
grip handle and a spout with locating recess, to help 
steady the jug when pouring into another container. 
Available with or without braille gauge DK152-G.

English male voice
DK202-NG £55.50 £66.60    New 
DK202-G £59.50 £71.40    New

Additional items
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries

Braille gauge for easy-to-see jug
This tactile, braille measuring gauge, which fits over 
the rim of DK202’s easy‑to‑see jug, lets you measure 
liquids by touch. Made of high temperature‑resistant, 
food‑grade polypropylene, it has tactile and braille 
markings for millilitres on one side and fluid ounces 
on the other. 

Available on its own or with the easy‑to‑see measuring 
jug (no talking scales).

DK152-G Braille gauge
£4.00 £4.80   New

DK199 Easy‑to‑see measuring jug with braille gauge 
£19.50 £23.40   New

DK152

Whether you want to whip up a Victoria sponge or grab beans on 
toast on a busy evening, we’ve got the right tools for the job...

DK152-G
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Culinare MagiCan™ can opener
This can opener automatically ‘locks’ on to the rim 
of a can to make removing the lid easy and mess‑
free. Simply open the robust handles to eject the 
lid into the bin. Made from white plastic, the can 
opener wipes clean with a damp cloth. 

DK184 £7.20

You may like
 ◼ DK169 Gripper jar opener

Adjustable bread slicing guide
Safely cut unsliced bread as thick or thin as you like 
using this adjustable plastic guide and board. It sits 
firmly on a flat surface, so it’s perfect for anyone with 
limited hand and shoulder mobility.

Dishwasher-safe
DK119 £26.00 £31.20

Pan Pickle 
Get a little extra help in the kitchen from a Pan Pickle.

Made from the best temperature‑resistant silicone, 
these “pickles” are useful for holding pans in place 
while cooking on induction hobs (not for use on gas 
and electric coil hobs) as well as keeping bowls steady 
on counter tops.

Each pack contains two Pan Pickles.
£14.50 £17.40
DK194-K Black
DK194-Y Yellow

DK184

DK194

DK119
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Food preparation chopping board
Whether you’re making packed lunches, preparing 
picnic baskets or slicing fruit for a jug of Pimms, you 
don’t want to spend more time in the kitchen than 
absolutely necessary. Our chopping board will help 
speed up your food prep so you can make the most 
of your day.

This red board has three raised edges to prevent your 
food from sliding off the board during preparation 
and is supplied with a four‑pronged food holder that 
allows you to securely place food items for confident 
chopping and slicing. 

DK188 Large (28 × 21 × 5cm) £20.40
DK155R  Small (22 × 17 × 5cm) £22.80

Plate surround
This flexible plastic plate surround makes it easier to 
put food on to your cutlery – as food is pushed to the 
edge of the plate, it has nowhere to go but on to your 
fork or spoon. The surround fits plates with a diameter 
from 19cm to 25cm and has three hooks to fix it in 
place. It also bends to fit securely to the plate.

Dishwasher and microwave-safe
£8.70
DK195-R Red 
DK195-W White

DK188

DK153R
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Talking Tins
Talking Tins are magnetic, reusable voice recorders, 
ideal for easily tagging food shopping. Attach to your 
food item and record your own label to keep your rice 
pudding away from your tomato soup.

DK90RED 40 seconds, pack of three, red
£25.50 £30.60

DK141 20 seconds, pack of three, yellow
£19.00 £22.80

DK142 20 seconds, single pack, yellow
£8.50 £10.20

In the box
 ◼ AG13 button cell batteries
 ◼ One elastic strap
 ◼ One metal adaptor

DK90RED

DK141
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Dycem
Dycem products are non‑slip, non‑toxic, durable and latex‑free. Use the 
jar opener for extra grip when you want to get into your jam or chutney; 
use the flat sheets to line trays, drawers and shelves, or even make 
non‑slip coasters, mats and more. Dycem products wipe clean and are 
antimicrobial to prevent bacteria growth.

DK32U Cup holder, blue £7.80
DK32Y Cup holder, yellow £7.80
DK76U Jar opener, blue £5.40
DK33U Round mat, blue £9.60
DK33Y Round mat, yellow £9.60
DK63Y Small oblong mat, yellow £13.20
DK81 Medium oblong mat, red £18.90
DK86R  One metre reel, red £13.50
DK86U  One metre reel, blue £13.50
DK86Y  One metre reel, yellow £13.50

DK32U

DK86R

DK76U

DK63Y

DK32Y

DK81

DK33U

DK86U
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Cooking

Cook with confidence, whether you’re boiling an egg or making a Sunday 
roast. From talking appliances to long‑sleeved oven gloves, our range 
will give you food for thought.

We also have a selection of DAISY audio cookbooks packed with 
tasty recipes; from celebrity chefs to meals for diabetics or 
students. Visit rnib.org.uk/shop to find out more.

RNIB talking microwave oven
This fully talking microwave oven has been developed by RNIB to be very 
easy to use, so it’s perfect whether you’re defrosting sausages, heating 
soup or poaching an egg.

The microwave features adjustable volume and just four tactile button 
controls for simplicity. There are no complicated menus or features. 
Use the controls to select the cooking power, minutes and seconds, 
and press Start to cook.

As well as announcing power and time as you set them, the microwave 
will tell you the remaining cooking time and alert you when the time is 
complete. Time remaining is also displayed on an LCD display.

This 900W microwave has a 25‑litre capacity and measures 51 × 32 × 37cm.

Natural male voice
DK191RE £215.00 £258.00
DK191RE-Z £165.00 £198.00 (Refurbished)
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Kero talking countdown timer
This easy‑to‑use talking countdown timer speaks the 
hours and minutes while you set it and announces 
the remaining time in hours, minutes and seconds on 
demand at the press of a button.

The timer can be set for periods up to 24 hours and has 
an LCD display with numbers that are 1.9cm high.

It has just four tactile buttons: 
hour, minute, talking and on/
off. Includes a magnet and 
fold‑out stand/clip.

Synthetic female voice
DK192-WK  £14.99 £17.99

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries

Talking food thermometer
This talking food thermometer announces the 
temperature of food in either degrees Celsius or 
Fahrenheit. The LCD screen displays the reading in 
42‑point font.

The thermometer will turn itself off after 10 minutes 
and has a battery life of 4,000 hours when in standby 
mode. The thermometer can measure temperatures 
between –50 and 300°C (‑58 and 572°F).

Synthetic female voice
DK27  £26.50 £31.80

In the box
 ◼ Storage cover

DK192-WK

DK27
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Boil alert
If you’d like a reminder that you’ve got a saucepan 
boiling on the hob, the boil alert is a handy tool to 
have in your kitchen.

Placed in the bottom of a saucepan, this small 
stainless‑steel disc will rattle when the water reaches 
boiling point.

DK203 £7.20

Long-sleeved oven gloves
A pair of soft, flexible oven gloves with long sleeves 
to protect your arms when removing items from your 
oven. Unlike oven mittens these five‑fingered gloves 
allow a more secure grip. Suitable for both right – and 
left‑handed use. Resistant to dry contact heat up to 
250°C (482°F).

Machine-washable
DK162 Full length £28.20
DK163 Mid‑length £25.20

DK203

DK162

DK163
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Laundry

SockSnaps
Some things are better together – coffee and cake or 
Morecambe and Wise – and that includes your socks. 
Use SockSnaps to keep socks together all the way 
through the wash and until they are safely back in the 
sock drawer.

Each pack includes 20 circular rubber discs designed 
to keep your socks paired together in the washing 
machine, tumble dryer and sock drawer. Washing 
machine and tumble dryer safe.

DK190 £7.50

RNIB Penfriend washable laundry labels
Use with your RNIB Penfriend DL128 to create 
personalised audio labels for your clothes. You can 
record colour, pattern and care instructions for 
every item in your wardrobe. Each pack contains 
48‑self‑adhesive labels that will withstand 50+ washes 
up to 50°C. Suitable for use in washing machines and 
tumble dryers, as well as hand washing.

£16.75 £20.10
DL96  Pack one
DL97  Pack two
DL98 Pack three
DL118 Pack four
DL122 Pack five

DK190

DL96

A talking colour detector can help you put together 
the perfect outfit, match up pairs of socks or identify 
your lucky purple pants. Search on rnib.org.uk/shop 
to find out more.
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RNIB talking bathroom scales 
These talking bathroom scales weigh in either metric 
(kilograms / grams) or imperial (pounds/ounces). With 
adjustable volume – including mute – your weight is 
also shown on the large LCD display in 3.5cm digits. 
Must be used on hard flooring, not carpet.

Natural English female voice
DH469 £32.50 £39.00   New

In the box
 ◼ BAT03 Three AAA batteries

Beurer talking bathroom scales GS 39
These talking bathroom scales can announce your 
weight in five languages and remember the last 
measurements of up to four people. They have 
adjustable volume (including silent mode) and, while 
in English mode, the scales will also convert between 
kilos, pounds and stones.

The large standing surface is made of safety glass 
and measures 28 × 34cm. The easy‑to‑read LCD 
digital display has a large digit size (3.3cm). In this 
contemporary design, the display and profile buttons 
are also highlighted with blue light.

Synthetic English female voice
DH433 £43.75 £52.50 

In the box
 ◼ BAT03 Three AAA batteries

Bathroom

DH469

DH433

Your bathroom might be the smallest room in the house, but that 
doesn’t mean it isn’t one of the most important. 
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StayPut non-slip shower mat
This large machine‑washable, non‑slip shower mat 
is cushioned for extra comfort, helping to relieve 
any foot pressure sensitivity. It has a built‑in hook, 
antimicrobial properties and strong suction cups, 
and is quick drying with excellent drainage. The mat 
is non‑allergenic, and rubber and latex‑free. Machine 
washable at 40°C.

DH369 £25.20 

DH369

Look after your health
Browse our wellbeing 
and medication section.

See page 93 
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Whether you are Snow White, a Wicked Queen, or a humble 
huntsman, everyone deserves to be the fairest of them all. We 
provide the magnification – you supply the magic…

Magnifying mirrors

DM39

DM40

Cordless LED vanity mirror 7× 
This practical, free‑standing mirror has 7× magnification 
and is battery‑powered, so can be placed where you 
need it most. The mirror measures 16.2 × 16.2cm and 
the base includes a segmented cosmetic storage tray.

DM39 £32.40

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT01 Three AA batteries

BS49 Beurer cordless LED vanity mirror 5x 
An illuminated double‑sided portable mirror. This 11cm 
diameter mirror has five times (5×) magnification on 
one side and a true image (1×) on the reverse. Turn the 
battery‑powered LEDs on with the press of a button.

DM40 £31.80

In the box
 ◼ BAT01 Three AA batteries

Warning: Do not leave mirrors in direct sunlight 
or allow sun rays to strike the curved magnifying 
surface of the mirror. This may cause a 
concentration of heat capable of causing a 
fire and/or damage.
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Lighting

Why lighting is important 
 
Everyone needs good levels of light, and these needs increase as we 
get older. As your eyes age, less light reaches the retina at the back 
of your eyes, which transmits information to your brain. Most people 
aged 60 need three times more light than when they were 20. 
 
Enhanced lighting can be extremely beneficial to people 
experiencing sight loss, but some eye conditions can result in glare 
problems even in normal light levels, which can be uncomfortable 
or even intolerable.

Lighting hints and tips

 ◼ Increase contrast by using specific lighting in the right area: a task 
light in the kitchen can brighten up a work surface, and quick start‑up 
energy‑saving lights are a great idea in the hall, stairs and landing.
 ◼ Avoid shadows in key areas by ensuring brightness levels are similar as 
you move through the house.
 ◼ Use light‑coloured lampshades, keep windows clean and use bright 
surfaces to reflect as much natural light as possible.
 ◼ Use battery‑powered LED (light‑emitting diode) lights in areas where 
trailing wires may prove hazardous.
 ◼ Use a combination of wall, table and floor lights to give an even spread 
of light rather than relying on one central light.
 ◼ Ensure you are never closer than 30cm (1ft) to any bulb and make sure 
task lighting is below your eye level, keeping it close to the task to 
avoid shadows.
 ◼ The amount of illumination on an object increases fourfold if the 
distance between the lamp and the object is halved. Remember to keep 
some background lighting on as well as it will help prevent eye strain.
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Visit rnib.org.uk/lighting to download our lighting 
factsheet, which explains specifications such as Kelvins, lux 
and lumens, to help you choose the right lighting products.
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Popular and portable

Given their flexibility, it’s no surprise that some of our bestselling 
lights are portable ones.

DH431

DH454

Adel portable light detector with keychain
Never be in the dark about lighting – this small, 
easy‑to‑use light detector comes on a keychain so 
you can have it to hand anytime you want to check 
a light source.

This small, portable device detects light intensity and 
produces an audible tone which varies according to 
brightness and contrast.

DH431 £14.99 £17.99 

In the box
 ◼ Light detector keyring
 ◼ Two CR2032 batteries

Daylight Twist 2 desk lamp
This white lamp is ideal to light up your bedside table, 
as a reading lamp or for use anywhere around your 
home or office. Mains‑operated, the lamp has an easy‑
twist shade to move the light into the perfect position 
each time. Lightweight and compact, it folds up neatly 
and has a built‑in handle. A diffuser reduces glare and 
brightness is adjustable. 

DH454 £64.00   New

Lighting details
 ◼ From 1,000 to 2,000 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 6,000k (daylight white light)
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Daylight Twist 2 Go
The Twist 2 Go desk lamp combines all the great features of the standard 
Twist 2 – lightweight, easy to use, low glare, adjustable brightness and 
top‑of‑the‑range light quality – with better portability, thanks to the 
addition of a rechargeable battery.

One full charge of the battery will give you up to eight hours on lowest 
brightness, and up to 3.5 hours on maximum brightness. Use the handy 
battery power level indicator lights to quickly monitor the charge level. 
When not in use, the lamp fully charges in six hours.

DH467 £84.00   New

Lighting details
 ◼ From 6,00 to 1,500 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 6,000k (daylight white light)
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Daylight Foldi-Go portable desk lamp
This portable, rechargeable full‑size desk lamp 
folds down to the size of a paperback book 
and weighs just 850g. Designed to remain at a 
constant brightness even when battery capacity 
is low, the Foldi‑Go unfolds easily to a full height 
of 30cm. Adjust the brightness with easy‑to‑use, 
raised buttons which click when pressed. The lamp 
provides eight hours of light from one full charge 
on lowest brightness, or 3.5 hours on maximum 
brightness. When not in use, the lamp takes six 
hours to fully recharge.

DH459 £89.99   New

Lighting details
 ◼ Four brightness settings
 ◼ From 600 to 1,300 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 6,000k 

In the box
 ◼ USB charger plug and cable
 ◼ Carry‑case

DH459
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DH458

Rechargeable clip-on lamp with adjustable 
colour temperature
Clamp this ultra‑portable lamp with flexible neck to 
books, embroidery hoops, tables and headboards to 
give you extra light where you need it. Choose from 
three colour settings – from warm white (2700k) 
light to bright daylight‑white light (5500k) – using 
the touch‑sensitive power button. The lamp provides 
four hours of light from one full charge.

DH458 £27.00    New

Lighting details
 ◼ Adjustable colour temperature
 ◼ Up to 650 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 2,700 to 5,500k 

In the box
 ◼ USB charging cable

Additional items to buy
 ◼ HT376 USB charger plug
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Rechargeable clip-on magnifier lamp 1.3x
Ideal for reading, sewing and crafting, this clip‑on 
magnifier lamp with flexible neck gives you extra 
light exactly where you need it. The LED light has a 
1.3× magnifier built in for when you need extra clarity. 
Adjust the brightness using the touch‑sensitive power 
button. The lamp provides four to eight hours of light 
on a full charge, depending on brightness.
DH456 £31.80    New

Lighting details
 ◼ Adjustable brightness
 ◼ Up to 180 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 4,000k 

In the box
 ◼ USB charging cable

Additional items to buy
 ◼ HT376 USB charger plug

Daylight Smart clip-on lamp
This extra lightweight LED lamp offers ‘daylight 
equivalent’ light and can be easily clipped on to a 
book, table edge or shelf. It has a flexible arm and 
dimmable LEDs provide high contrast and accurate 
colour matching, making it easier to read, work and 
see detail clearly. Four hours of light per full charge.

DH418 £21.60

Lighting details
 ◼ 500 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 6,000k (daylight white light)

Additional items to buy
 ◼ HT376 USB charger plug

DH456

DH418
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DH460

ZigZag portable folding LED light
Enjoy up to eight hours of bright white light anywhere 
with this portable light, which neatly folds down to fit 
into your bag or pocket. Made from aluminium, with 
a brushed bronze finish, this light is designed to be 
long‑lasting. Folded, the light measures 20 × 6 × 2.5cm 
and stops the touch‑sensitive control button being 
activated by accident.

Recharge the built‑in battery by plugging it 
into a computer or a USB charger plug. Supplied 
with a USB charging cable. Weight: 340g.

DH460 £49.99

Lighting details
 ◼ Three brightness settings
 ◼ 400 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 5,500k

Additional items to buy
 ◼ HT376 USB charger plug
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Safety lights

Safety lights give you extra light when and where you need it.

NiteSafe safety sensor nightlight and torch
This three‑in‑one nightlight, torch and safety 
light has a motion sensor which can brighten the 
nightlight when you need it. Its plug‑in charging 
base keeps the torch permanently charged so it’s 
ready for use at any time. In the event of a power 
cut, or when you take the torch from its charging 
base, the lamp switches on automatically to give up 
to five hours of light. The motion sensor can detect 
movement at two to three metres, and the lamp 
provides a 20‑metre light spread.

DH450 £21.60

Lighting details
 ◼ Torch mode: 130 
lumens 
 ◼ Emergency mode:  
15 lumens 
 ◼ Nightlight mode:  
0.3 lumens 
(40 lumens when 
sensor activates)

DH450
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DH421

Desk lights

Whatever the task – studying, organising household bills, doing a 
puzzle, or enjoying a book – direct some extra light on it with a 
desk light.

Daylight UnoLamp and DuoLamp table
These contemporary lamps produce a high light output over a large 
area, or more concentrated light for specific tasks. Both lamps have a 
flexible arm for angling the light to suit your needs.

While the Unolamp has a single lamp head, the Duolamp has two slim, 
independent lamp heads which can be moved separately to either sit 
parallel to each other, or can form a straight bar or a V‑shape. Each lamp 
head has an easy‑to‑locate touch dimmer allowing you to choose from 
four levels of brightness.

DH420 UnoLamp £40.50

Lighting details
 ◼ 28 LEDs
 ◼ 1,145 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 6,000k (daylight white)

DH421 DuoLamp £50.40

Lighting details
 ◼ 56 LEDs
 ◼ 2,090 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 6,000k (daylight white)
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Don't be SAD
Banish the winter blues with these lightweight and portable lamps that 
switch easily between light therapy mode and task lamp mode. 

If you suffer from SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder) there are a number of 
things you can do to help improve your SAD symptoms, like trying to get as 
much natural sunlight as possible. If this is not possible, you can use a SAD 
therapy lamp. 

Some people with SAD find that light therapy can help improve their mood 
considerably. SAD therapy lamps like the Daylight TwoSun and TriSun 
produce a very bright light. This light simulates the sunlight that's missing 
during the darker winter months. 

It's thought the light may improve SAD by encouraging your brain to 
reduce the production of melatonin (a hormone that makes you sleepy) and 
increase the production of serotonin (a hormone that affects your mood). 

To use these lights as SAD lights, simply unfold the light to its full extent 
and position it to your side at arm’s length, with the shade – at full 
brightness – directed towards you. Do not stare into the light, it is sufficient 
that the light reaches your eyes indirectly. In light therapy mode, the lamp 
will automatically shut off after 30 minutes. 

These lights have been tested to Medical Safety Standard EN/IEC 60601-1.
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Daylight TwoSun SAD and desk lamp 
When you’re not using the TwoSun as a SAD light, you 
can use it as a standard desk lamp. This two‑in‑one 
lamp has been ergonomically designed to be easy to 
carry with one hand and folds up compactly when 
not in use. The Easy Twist Shade allows the light to be 
positioned and directed exactly where you need it while 
the brightness of the daylight LEDs can be adjusted 
using the tactile three‑step dimmer button. The high 
quality LEDs and CRI of over 95 provide optimum light 
therapy and ensures accurate colour. 
DH476 £100.00   New

Lighting details
 ◼ LED light
 ◼ 10,000 lux at 10cm; 5,000 at 20cm; 2,500 at 30cm 
 ◼ 6,000k (daylight white)

Daylight TriSun SAD and desk lamp 
The Daylight TriSun has a CRI (Colour Rendering 
Index) of over 95 and a large 16.5cm diameter shade, 
so you can be sure of an exceptional light quality and 
shadow‑free, evenly diffused light.

Choose from Daylight, Cool light and Warm light in 
both the light therapy and desk mode. This highly 
functional lamp can be customised to your needs; 
simply adjust the brightness level to your liking 
using the dimmer switch, move the arm and shade 
into the perfect position, and charge your phone. 
DH477 £120.00   New

Lighting details
 ◼ LED light
 ◼ Lux: 10,000 lux at 16cm; 5,000 at 24cm; 2,500 at 36cm
 ◼ 2,700k to 6,000k (daylight white)

DH476

DH477
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DH452

LED magnifying table lamp 3×
Brighten up any task – and bring details into focus – 
with this flexible magnifying desk lamp. Adjust the 
colour temperature and brightness using three 
touch‑sensitive buttons on the base and focus on 
the details with the built‑in 3× magnifying lens.

DH452 £54.00   New

Lighting details
 ◼ Adjustable colour temperature
 ◼ 29 LEDs
 ◼ 1,800 lux at 15cm
 ◼ 2,800 to 6,000k (daylight white)
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Floor lights provide background lighting that helps to relieve eye 
strain, direct light over your favourite chair, or simply add more 
light in any room to brighten up the space.

Floor-standing lights

RNIB Lumina Plus floor lamp
This sturdy floor lamp has a modern minimalist design, an anti‑trip cable 
holder, and can be operated by remote control or by the tactile control 
panel on the lamp pole. It has a long, flexible goose neck that lets you 
direct light exactly where you want it, whether that’s on to your book, your 
child’s homework, or a wider area. Daylight‑equivalent white light makes 
this light ideal for colour‑matching. 

With five different colour temperature settings, five brightness levels and 
an optional slider to focus the light, you can adjust the Lumina Plus for 
exactly the lighting you need. You can use the remote to set a timer, so the 
light will turn off automatically after one minute or 10 minutes. The remote 
also activates the night light feature, which produces a soft glow around 
the edge of the lamp head. 

Exclusive to RNIB, this lamp was developed by Native Lighting to 
incorporate feedback from partially sighted product testers.

Please note: Sighted assistance may be required to assemble the lamp.

DH442 £108.50 £130.20

Lighting details
 ◼ 2,900 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 2,800k, 4,000k, 4,400k, 5,000k, 6,500k 
(daylight white light)

In the box
 ◼ Lumina Plus lamp
 ◼ Slider
 ◼ Remote control 
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries

DH442
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Daylight Flexi-Vision floor lamp
Designed by RNIB and the Daylight Company, this brushed silver‑coloured 
floor lamp is height‑adjustable and can be used as a reading light or as an 
uplighter. It has a sturdy weighted base, an anti‑trip cable holder and a 
low‑heat shade.

DH238 £105.00 £126.00

Lighting details
 ◼ 15W LED bulb
 ◼ 2,650 lux at 30cm
 ◼ 6,000k (daylight white)
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Daylight MAGnificent Pro magnifying lamp
Do more of what you love with the Daylight MAGnificent Pro magnifying 
lamp. Use it as floor lamp or table lamp – with or without the magnifying 
lens. It’s ideal for all types of detailed work – reading, crafting, jigsaws, art 
and more. The 13cm, 1.75×, semi‑rimless magnifying lens gives you a clear 
view of your work, and the magnetically attached cover transforms the 
magnifier into an elegant task lamp. 

Energy‑saving daylight LEDs provide high contrast and accurate colour 
matching, making it easier and less tiring to read, work and see detail 
clearly. Adjust brightness easily at the press of a single button – choose 
from three levels to suit your needs.

Change the height setting, depending on whether you need a floor or 
table lamp, and adjust the flexible arm and Easy Twist head to direct the 
light exactly where you need it. Please note that sighted assistance may 
be required to assemble the lamp and adjust its height.

DH468 £84.00   New

Lighting details
 ◼ 1,500, 3,500 or 5,500 lux at 15cm 
 ◼ 6,000k (daylight white light)

You may like
 ◼ MAG107 
Lighted 102mm hands‑free  
magnifier 1.5x  
£21.30
 ◼ DW17 Clear lined A4 writing pad   
 £8.50 £10.20
 ◼ DH453  Bookaroo bean bag reading rest 
 £21.00
 ◼ PZ018 Large print wordsearch 
 £8.99
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Light bulbs

Use daylight bulbs in your ceiling lights or replace the bulb in 
your lamp and discover the huge difference that improved 
lighting can make.

Daylight bulbs
Low‑heat, daylight‑equivalent bulbs, ideal for areas where you need 
instant light, such as your hall, stairs or landing.

£8.99
DH425BC 15W LED bayonet
DH425ES 15W LED Edison screw for DH238 (page 70)
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TV and music

Make channel surfing simple with our big button TV remotes, 
or tune into your favourite radio stations with our easy-to-use 
radio sets.

DR05

DR06

Geemarc Easy TV5 remote control
An easy‑to‑use universal TV remote control with eight 
large, programmable buttons that contrast clearly with 
its black casing.

This remote can be paired with two TVs through simple 
point‑and‑click programming, using the original 
remote control as a ‘teacher’. Suitable for TVs with 
built‑in Freeview digital channels, but may not be 
compatible with set‑top boxes.

DR05 £11.50 £13.80 

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries

Geemarc Easy TV10 remote control
This easy‑to‑use universal TV remote control has 20 
large, programmable buttons that contrast clearly with 
its black casing (including eight extra‑large buttons).

This remote can be paired with for two TVs through 
simple point‑and‑click programming, using the original 
remote control as a ‘teacher’. Suitable for TVs, TV 
receivers and VCRs, but not smart TVs.

DR06 £11.50 £13.80   New

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries
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RNIB DAB radio 
This simple radio has been designed for people with 
low vision. Its extra‑large display features high‑contrast 
characters in white on black and in both upper and 
lower‑case letters to make them easier to read. 

The radio’s controls and buttons are tactile and easy‑
to‑use, giving audible confirmation when pressed. 
The buttons for initial set‑up and recording memos 
(for example, reminders to take medicines or for 
appointments) are concealed beneath a flap when 
not in use. This radio also offers voice prompts which 
can talk you through features such as tuning or 
recording memos.

The main controls are black and easy to see against the 
radio’s white upper casing. The large volume and tuning 
controls are clearly marked with bold black text, and 
can be identified by touch (one is concave, the other 
convex). Please note, the radio will not speak the station 
name as this feature is not currently compatible with 
digital radios. The radio also has a temperature display 
with Low Room Temperature Alert option, dual alarm 
with Snooze function, a sleep timer and the option to 
pre‑set three FM and three DAB stations as favourites.

The radio is tuned for the spoken word, but you 
can adjust the equaliser options to suit what you’re 
listening to, for example: jazz, classical, pop or rock. 
This radio has two 3W RMS stereo speakers and a 
headphone socket. 

HD13 £85.00 £102.00

In the box
 ◼ Mains adaptor

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT01 Four AA batteries if battery power required

HD13
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Roberts Concerto 3 radio 
This easy‑to‑see FM and DAB radio can save up to 
10 of your favourite stations and play back content 
from cassette, CD, and USB stick, including DAISY 
audio books. Bright yellow buttons with raised tactile 
symbols contrast with the charcoal‑coloured case, and 
the large, easy‑to‑read LCD display has zoom function. 
Can be mains or battery operated. 

HD14 £245.00 £294.00   New

In the box
 ◼ One Roberts Concerto 3 radio
 ◼ One mains cable

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT09 Eight C (LR14) batteries if battery 
power required

HD14
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Batteries

HA005

Keep all your gadgets powered up with standard or rechargeable 
batteries.

BAT01 BAT03 BAT08BAT06

Wooffy acoustic battery tester
A simple battery tester to help you quickly find out the 
power level of your standard or rechargeable batteries. 
Place the battery on to the testing unit and receive the 
result immediately through a series of acoustic beeps 
and vibrations. Checks power levels of most 1.5V and 
9V batteries.

HA005 £35.00 £42.00

In the box
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries

Batteries
 ◼ BAT01 AA Energizer Max, four pack £3.60
 ◼ BAT03 AAA Energizer Max, four pack £3.60
 ◼ BAT08 AAA Energizer recharge, four pack £10.80
 ◼ BAT06 LR44/A76 Energizer, two pack £1.80
 ◼ BAT09 C (LR14) Energizer, two pack £3.50
 ◼ BAT07 9V Energizer, single pack £3.50 BAT09
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Clocks 
and 
watches
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Radio-controlled clocks and watches

Save yourself time with these radio-controlled clocks and watches, 
which all set automatically, out of the box, and update themselves 
when the clocks change in autumn and spring.

RNIB Communiclock
Press the large black, contrasting button on top of the clock to hear 
the time. Or press and hold to hear the date, month, year and day. 
There’s an adjustable volume wheel on the front, and settings buttons 
concealed underneath.

RNIB’s natural English male voice
CC53 £42.50 £51.00   Bestseller

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT01 Four AA batteries
 ◼ CC53AC Mains adaptor

Time signals
 ◼ UK only
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Large, easy-to-see wall clock
This wall clock has a bright white face with bold, 
black numbers and three clear hands (hour, minutes, 
seconds). It measures 46cm (18 inches) in diameter, 
with numbers 4cm (1.75 inches) tall.

CC34 £55.50

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT01 One AA battery

Time signals
 ◼ UK only

Talking radio-controlled alarm clock
This easy‑to‑see analogue clock announces the time, 
day and date. It features snooze function, LED light 
illumination and adjustable speech volume. In addition 
to setting a wake‑up alarm, you can set up to four extra 
daily alarms to help remind you to take medication, for 
example. This clock is radio‑controlled in the UK and US 
only but can be set manually for use in other regions.

Natural English male or female voice 
CC86 £42.00 £50.40

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT09 Two C (LR14) batteries

Time signals
 ◼ UK and US only
 ◼ Set manually in other regions

CC34

CC86

   Dates for your diary
   26 March 2023 01:00 – clocks go forward an hour 
  30 October 2023 02:00 – clocks go back an hour
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Robin small radio-controlled talking watch
This Robin talking watch has Acctim Autoset® 
technology and is pre‑set at the factory to the correct 
time and date. With a press of the button the watch 
announces the time and date. It also has a spoken low‑
battery announcement. Bold black numbers and hands 
contrast with a clear mother of pearl face, which is 
complemented by a gold‑coloured case and buckle, and 
a white or tan artificial leather strap.

Natural English male voice
£65.00 £78.00
CW241 Small, 3.5cm face, white strap 
CW241T Small, 3.5cm face, tan strap 

Time signals
 ◼ UK only (and where radio signal can be received)

Peregrine large radio-controlled talking watch
This Peregrine talking watch has Acctim Autoset® 
technology and is pre‑set at the factory to the correct 
time and date. With a press of the button the watch 
announces the time and date. It also has a spoken 
low battery announcement. Bold black numbers 
and hands contrast with a clear white face, which is 
complemented by a silver‑coloured case and buckle, 
and a textured black or brown artificial leather strap 
with white stitching.

Natural English male voice
£65.00 £78.00
CW242 Large, 4.1cm face, textured brown strap
CW242BLK Large, 4.1cm face, textured black strap 

Time signals
 ◼ UK only (and where radio signal can be received)

CW241T

CW242BLK

CW241

CW242
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Lifemax talking atomic watch
This global radio‑controlled talking watch announces 
the time and date and includes optional alarm and/
or hourly announcement. It is available with two face 
sizes (3.5cm or 4cm), and with either a black leather 
strap or metallic expanding strap. All versions of this 
watch have a clear white face with bold, contrasting 
black numbers and hands.

RNIB’s natural English male voice
£53.00 £63.60
CW239  Large, 4cm face, black leather strap 

 Bestseller
CW239EXP Large, 4cm face, expanding strap

£52.50 £63.00
CW177 Small, 3.5cm face, black leather strap
CW177EXP Small, 3.5cm face, expanding strap

Time signals
 ◼ UK, Germany, US, Japan
 ◼ Set time manually in other regions
 ◼ Date cannot be adjusted manually

CW177

CW177EXP

CW239
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Verbalise pocket medication reminder
Set up to five daily alarms on this 
talking pocket clock to make 
sure you never miss a dose of 
your medication. It has two 
voice settings – male, English, 
24‑hour clock; and female, 
English, 12‑hour clock – and 
speaks the time at the press of 
a large button. You can press 
the button twice to hear the 
date. The clock is supplied with 
a carabiner clip and a lanyard and 
can be used as a keyring. Available 
in black or white.

Natural English male 
or female voice 
£26.00 £31.20   New
DH457-K Black
DH457-W White

In the box
 ◼ One CR3032 battery
 ◼ Lanyard
 ◼ Carabiner clip

Time signals
 ◼ UK and US only
 ◼ Set manually in 
other regions
 ◼ Date cannot be 
adjusted manually

DH457-K

DH457-W
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Natural female voice with silver-coloured chrome case
£49.00 £58.80   New
CW265-K  Large, black, soft silicone strap 

with white stitching
CW265-O  Large, orange, soft silicone strap with 

white stitching 
CW265-EXP Large, expanding stainless steel strap
CW266-U Small, turquoise, soft silicone strap
CW254-EXP Small, expanding stainless steel strap
CW266-K Small, black leather strap

Natural female voice with gold-finished chrome case
£52.00 £62.40    New
CW265-T Large, tan leather strap
CW266-W Small, white leather strap

Talking watches

Our talking watches can tell you the time at the press of a button, 
no matter where you are.

RNIB talking watch
These high‑quality talking watches announces the time in a natural voice: 
press one of the two easy‑to‑feel buttons or activate the touch glass. You 
can use fingers, or, if you have one hand occupied – for example, with a 
cane or guide dog – your cheek to activate the voice.

The hands and voice on these watches automatically synchronise to the 
internal time set, so there is no need to manually set them, or to rely on 
someone else to help you. A spoken menu guides you if you need to set 
the time or date, or an alarm. The volume is also adjustable.

Available in two sizes and a range of colour options. The watches have 
a white face with bold, contrasting black buttons and hands. The large 
watch fits wrists 160‑210mm (157‑170mm for the expanding strap); the 
small watch fits wrists 140‑190mm (147‑160mm for the expanding strap). 

CW265-K

CW265-O
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CW263-W

Verbalise digital talking watch
This talking digital watch has an easy‑to‑see LCD 
digital display, matching white or black case and 
hygienic plastic strap with metal buckle. Its digital 
display has numbers 1cm high, an alarm with 
choice of sounds and an optional hourly time 
announcement. The watch is easy to set with voice 
and beep guidance.

Synthetic, female voice
£14.99 £17.99   New
CW263-W 4.3cm case, white plastic strap
CW263-K 4.3cm case, black plastic strap
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RNIB talking cube clock
The simple design of our classic cube clock makes it 
easy for everyone to use – just press the large button 
to hear the time. The clock provides full audible cues 
for settings and adjustments and includes alarm, 
hourly announcement and adjustable volume features.

Natural English male voice
CC36 £32.25 £38.70   Bestseller

In the box
 ◼ BAT01 Four AA batteries

RNIB talking analogue clock
An easy‑to‑see clock that announces the time, date 
and day. White control buttons and switches contrast 
with the black case. Bold black numbers and hands 
contrast with a white clock face, which can be 
illuminated with a soft white light by holding down the 
light button. The clock’s voice can also be silenced at 
night‑time.

RNIB’s natural English male voice
CC71 £23.50 £28.20

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT01 Three AA batteries

CC36

CC71

Our talking clocks all feature an optional alarm, and some models 
provide hourly announcements, snooze alarms, displays and 
countdown timers.

Talking clocks
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Talking pocket clock
At the push of a button, this slimline pocket clock 
announces the time and date. Keep it in your pocket, 
on a lanyard, or use it as a keyring. This pocket clock is 
simple to use and has an alarm function.

Natural English male voice
CC83 £10.75 £12.90

In the box
 ◼ One CR2032 3V lithium battery

CC83
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Silent easy-to-see analogue alarm clock with 
Smartlite technology
A silent, easy‑to‑see analogue alarm clock with 
Smartlite technology which brightens the clock face as 
the room darkens. Bold, black numbers contrast with 
this clock’s 11cm white face. This clock also features a 
sweep motion second hand, ensuring silent movement.

CC72 £18.50 £22.20

Additional items
 ◼ BAT01 Three AA batteries

Large easy-to-see watch, brown crocodile strap 
This easy‑to‑see watch has a clear, white 4.2cm face 
with large, bold black numbers and hands, and a red 
second hand. Fitted with a brown crocodile‑effect 
genuine leather strap for a smart, classic look, this 
watch is completed with a stainless‑steel buckle and 
easy‑grip crown, to make setting the time hassle‑free.

This watch is splash and rain‑resistant, but not suitable 
for showering, bathing or swimming. 

CW252-T £25.00 £30.00 

Easy-to-see clocks and watches

CC72

CW252-T

These clocks and watches have bold hands and numbers 
with clear spacing for better contrast. Some of our clocks use 
Smartlite technology to brighten the clock face when the 
surroundings darken.
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Verbalise easy-to-see large watch
This modern, stylish watch has a clear white face with 
bold, contrasting black hands and numbers, and a 
red second hand. The polished, stainless‑steel case 
measures 4cm in diameter and is complemented by 
a comfortable black silicone strap with buckle. 

The watch is also water‑resistant up to 5 ATM, 
meaning that it is suitable when showering or surface 
swimming only.

CW256-K £32.50 £39.00 

CW256-K
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Tactile watches

RNIB tactile watches
These high‑quality tactile watches, fitted with 
leather straps, have a Swiss movement for excellent 
time‑keeping and robust stainless‑steel hands and 
crown for a longer life. 

Two raised bars indicate 12 o’clock, a single raised bar 
indicates 3, 6 and 9 o’clock, and one dot indicates each 
hour in‑between. The even‑numbered hours are also 
printed in black on the face and the case lid opens 
at the 6 o’clock position. Choose a case – stainless 
steel‑finished or gold‑finished – and a strap colour 
to suit your taste.

The gold watches in this range have 24K pure gold ion 
plating for a hard‑wearing and durable finish that lasts 
and will withstand the rigours of daily use. The large 
watches fit wrist sizes 17.2cm to 22.2cm; the small 
watches fit wrist sizes 15.7cm to 20.2cm.

Stainless steel-finished case and face
£92.50 £111.00 
CW250-K Large, black crocodile‑effect strap 
CW251-R Small, pink crocodile‑effect strap 

Gold-finished case and gold-coloured face

£97.50 £114.00 
CW250-T Large, brown crocodile‑effect strap 
CW250-U Large, dark blue strap 
CW251-W Small, white crocodile‑effect strap 
CW251-U Small, royal blue strap 

CW250-K

CW251-R

CW250-T

CW251-U

Our tactile watches have raised hands and markings to indicate the 
hour marks. To tell the time, lift the glass cover, gently place your 
finger on the centre of the hands and then move your finger along 
the hand to the markings on the edge of the face.
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CW224

Small tactile watch
This small tactile watch has a stainless‑steel case, silver‑
toned dial, black hands, and a fun, ocean‑themed strap 
that is ideal for younger children. The watch has a case 
3.2cm in diameter and fits wrists 12cm to 17cm.

CW224 £22.00 £26.40   While stocks last

Eone Bradley tactile watch
This elegant tactile watch replaces traditional watch 
hands with magnetised ball bearings to tell the time. 
One ball bearing runs around the face of the watch 
indicating the minutes, the other runs around the edge 
of the face to indicate the hour. Raised tactile bars 
mark the hours, with a triangular marker at 12 o’clock 
and elongated markers at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock. Available 
with a 3.6cm or 4cm case.

Several styles available, prices start from £234.00

 Special order

Shop online or contact our Helpline 
for further information.  
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Wellbeing and medication

Look after your health with our talking blood pressure 
monitors and thermometers. We’ve also got pill 
organisers and eye drop dispensers to make your 
everyday needs easier.

Please note that health items are non-returnable, 
unless faulty, for hygiene reasons. For more information 
on a product, please search for the product on 
rnib.org.uk/shop or call our Helpline on 0303 123 9999.

EziDrops eye drop applicator
Put eye drops in your eyes easily – first time and every 
time – with this unique, simple eye drop applicator.

The applicator has an easy‑to‑hold handle and fits any 
size of eye drop bottle. It covers your eye completely, 
so that you don’t see the drop coming, which reduces 
the blink reflex that causes people to flinch.
DH438 £5.70

Opticare eye drop dispenser
Simple to use, the Opticare accurately and safely targets 
the eye and helps you to squeeze your eye drop bottle 
with minimum pressure. Fits most round eye drop 
bottles from 5‑15ml, and is supplied with an adaptor to 
make it compatible with many non‑standard bottles.
DH112 £10.80  Bestseller

AutoDrop eye drop dispenser
Developed with RNIB, this eye drop dispenser clips 
on to most eye drop bottles, and features a small lip, 
which holds the lower eyelid open to prevent blinking 
when administering the drops while holding the bottle 
at the correct angle.
DH75 £9.60

DH438

DH112

DH75
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DH440

Talking ear and forehead thermometer
Quickly and easily check your body temperature 
from either your ear or forehead with this talking 
thermometer. It can store up to 30 readings for a 
maximum of 30 days. Readings are announced – 
within two seconds – in either Celsius or Fahrenheit. 
A large digital backlit display shows date, time and 
room temperature. Talking functions can be enabled 
and disabled at the press of a button. 

Sighted assistance may be required for initial set‑up 
of the thermometer.

Synthetic American female voice
DH440 £27.00 £32.40

In the box
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries
 ◼ Storage stand
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Talking blood pressure monitors
Our fully automatic talking blood pressure monitors 
provide your systolic and diastolic blood pressure 
and your pulse per minute in up to five languages. 
They feature adjustable volume and large, easy‑
to‑see displays. They can save measurements for 
two different users, holding up to 60 individual 
measurements per person. They can also detect 
existing cardiac arrhythmia.

Choose from an upper arm monitor, featuring a blue 
LCD backlit display, or a wrist monitor, which provides 
usage and battery power notifications.

Synthetic female voice. Initial set-up may 
require sighted assistance
DH404 Blood pressure monitor for upper arm
£42.00 £50.40

 ◼ Arm cuff: 22cm to 36cm

In the box
 ◼ BAT01 Four AA batteries

DH432 Blood pressure monitor for wrist
£39.99 £47.99  

 ◼ Wrist cuff: 14cm to 19.5cm

In the box
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries
 ◼ Storage box

DH404

DH432

   Warning: The measurements taken by you are for 
your information only. They are not a substitute 
for a medical examination.
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Tabtime Super 8 daily pill organiser
Stay on top of your medication routine with this 
pocket‑sized pill organiser. The organiser features eight 
compartments and allows for eight alarms to be set, 
alerting both audibly and visually. The clear screen 
displays digits measuring 2cm high.

DH308 £24.60

In the box
 ◼ One CR2032 battery

Dosett Maxi weekly pill organiser
This pill organiser helps you to take your 
medicines correctly and at the right time. It has 28 
compartments, four per day across the week, each 
labelled with the day and times of when tablets are to 
be taken: 7am‑9am; 11am‑1pm; 4pm‑6pm; 9pm‑10pm. 
Each compartment is also labelled in braille. Only 
suitable for capsule tablets which are to be swallowed.

The organiser has a child safety lock to delay access by 
small children by locking all the sliding lids. However, 
the lock does not make this pill organiser completely 
child‑proof.

DH426 £16.20  

You may like:
 ◼ DH60 Dosett Medi pill organiser (no braille labels)
 ◼ Talking bathroom scales – page 55

DH308

DH426
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Whether indoors or outside, eyeshields can help relieve eye 
strain, reduce glare and enhance contrast.

Why wear eyeshields?
Eyeshields protect your eyes and can help increase contrast 
and definition. They’re light and easy to wear, and some 
styles can be worn over your existing prescription glasses. 
They can be worn inside and outdoors, under fluorescent 
lighting, out in the sunshine, or on an overcast day – 
whether you’re shopping, working at a computer, or 
enjoying your hobbies.

   Please note: that most eyeshields are not suitable 
for use while driving. 

Eyeshields are designed to exclude harmful ultraviolet (UV) 
and blue light, which can damage the retina. Please check 
the blue light and UV protection provided by your selected 
product. It is not possible to predict which colour filter will 
be best for your eye condition, you should try different 
colours in the environment where you get glare symptoms 
to find the best one for you. If you need more help, please 
contact your optician or low vision specialist.

Why MediView eyeshields?
The MediView range incorporates five HiView™ filters, 
each designed to help make a significant difference to 
your everyday life. Each filter has different properties, 
purposefully created to minimise glare, enhance contrast, 
and improve adaptation when moving from sun to shade, 
while also helping to enhance protection to the internal 
structure of the eye.

There is also a choice of well-designed, comfortable and 
protective frames, intended to enhance the benefits of 
the MediView HiView™ range. The percentage shows the 
amount of light absorbed by the filter.

Eyeshields
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The MediView HiView™ filter range

HiView™ Lite is a yellow filter that provides blue light 
absorption for reduced glare, UV protection and a 
high contrast filter for improved definition. For indoor 
use and low intensity sun (26 per cent absorption).

HiView™ Midi is an orange filter that provides 
100 per cent blue light absorption for reduced glare, 
UV protection and a high contrast filter designed 
for improved definition. For indoor use and low 
intensity sun (53 per cent absorption).

HiView™ Extra is an amber filter that provides 
100 per cent blue light absorption for reduced glare, 
UV protection and a high contrast filter designed for 
improved definition. For general outdoor use and 
sunlight (81 per cent absorption).

HiView™ Plus is a green filter that provides blue 
and red light absorption for reduced glare and 
UV protection. Designed is for general outdoor use 
and sunlight (81 per cent absorption).

HiView™ Neutral is a grey filter that provides UV 
protection. Neutral is for those who do not want 
their colour vision to be affected by the filter colour. 
Designed for general outdoor use and sunlight 
(68 per cent absorption). 
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Chloe HiView eyeshield
Chloe eyeshields give a touch of 60s glamour with 
their lightweight tortoiseshell frame and slim arms.

£29.99 £35.99   While stocks last
EH116 Lite – Yellow 
EH119 Plus – Green 
EH120 Neutral – Grey 

Classic HiView eyeshield
Grab some Wayfarer style with our black‑framed 
Classic eyeshields.

£29.99 £35.99   While stocks last
EH121 Lite – Yellow 
EH124 Plus – Green 

Elipse HiView eyeshield
The Elipse frame combines round lenses with a keyhole 
bridge to create a vintage, timeless look. 

£29.99 £35.99    While stocks last
EH126 Lite – Yellow 
EH128 Extra – Amber 

EH116

EH119

EH128

EH120
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Orion HiView eyeshield
Designed to be worn over your prescription glasses 
or on their own. The lightweight, transparent brown 
plastic frames give additional protection across and 
above the eye as well as down the side of the face. 
The widest section of the arm incorporates a coloured 
transparent window. Frame width: 14cm (5.51 inches)

£21.50 £25.80

Medium frames lens frame height: 4.5cm (1.77 inches)
EH59 Lite – Yellow
EH60 Midi – Orange
EH61 Extra – Amber
EH62 Plus – Green
EH63 Neutral – Grey  Bestseller

Large frames lens frame height: 5.5cm (2.17 inches)
EH64 Lite – Yellow
EH65 Midi – Orange
EH66 Extra – Amber
EH67 Plus – Green
EH68 Neutral – Grey

Saturn HiView eyeshield
A wraparound frame that gives additional side 
protection. Made from ultra‑light transparent brown 
plastic, these eyeshields have wide sides and a close fit 
for extra protection.

£31.50 £37.80
EH37 Lite – Yellow
EH38 Midi – Orange
EH39 Extra – Amber
EH40 Plus – Green
EH43 Neutral – Grey

EH61

EH63

EH67

EH37

EH43
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MS20

MS22

Get out and about with our mobility products, including canes of 
all types, and devices to help guide you.

Mobility

Ambutech symbol cane
Increase your confidence when you’re out and about 
with a symbol cane to indicate to other people that 
you have sight and/or hearing loss. These reflective, 
lightweight aluminium canes fold into either three or 
four sections, ideal for putting into your bag when not 
in use. Please note, symbol canes are not to be used as 
walking sticks or support aids.

£17.50 £21.00
MS20 70cm, three‑section
MS22 85cm, four‑section
MS23 100cm, four‑section
MS25 105cm, four‑section

Red and white banded symbol canes which highlight both hearing 
and sight loss are also available.

Stationery 

See page 117
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Ambutech telescopic symbol cane
This white fibreglass five‑section symbol cane has 
a compact telescopic design and can be discreetly 
tucked away in a pocket or bag when not in use. Use 
this cane to indicate to other people that you have 
sight loss. Please note, symbol canes are not to be used 
as walking sticks or support aids.

Measuring approximately 75cm when fully extended, it 
shrinks to 19.5cm when not in use. When collapsed this 
cane has one section with two small caps at each end 
joined by elastic. It has no handle grip and a black ID 
tip. Weight: 44g.

MS44 £22.50 £27.00

MS44
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Ambutech graphite no-jab long cane
This revolutionary shock‑absorbing long cane is 
designed to eliminate the sharp jabs that can occur 
when cane tips get stuck while you’re out and about. 
When the cane strikes a solid object, the handle gently 
recoils approximately five inches, absorbing about 
80 per cent of the shock – eliminating the sharp jab or 
gouge to your wrist or abdomen, but without taking 
away from the sensitivity of the cane.

Supplied with a hook‑style roller marshmallow tip MP26

£63.50 £76.20   New
ML202-125 125cm, four‑section
ML202-130 130cm, four‑section
ML203-135 135cm, five‑section
ML203-140 140cm, five‑section
ML203-145 145cm, five‑section
ML203-150 150cm, five‑section

Ambutech Pharos cane light
Light your way in the dark with this water‑resistant, 
rechargeable LED cane light. It comes with three 
mounting brackets so that it can be fitted to any 
Ambutech mobility cane and produces 40 lumens 
of bright white light to illuminate your path and let 
other walkers see you more easily. Recharge via its USB 
connector in 45 minutes. It has an easy‑to‑use on/off 
switch and comes with a handy attached keychain.

MP122 £18.00 £21.60

In the box
 ◼ Three mounting brackets

Additional items to buy
 ◼ HT376 USB charger plug 

ML202-125

MP26

MP122
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StellarTrek
The StellarTrek is a digital orientation and mobility assistant, but not as we 
know it, Jim…

Using state‑of‑the‑art GPS technology and a user‑friendly tactile interface 
with buttons, the StellarTrek can guide you along your chosen route using 
appropriate voice commands. So you can lay in a course for your favourite 
coffee shop, most convenient bus stop or somewhere completely new to 
you, and the StellarTrek will ‘make it so’. 

The StellarTrek uses an integrated optical sensor and artificial intelligence 
to locate and recognise street addresses, doors and entrances, and 
provides audio and voice guidance to the last 40 feet of your destination. 

It also recognises and reads aloud text, such as street or entrance signs, 
ingredient lists, receipts, or nutritional values on food labels. Its cameras 
offer text recognition capability in 14 languages.

All‑day battery life and advanced features make a world of possibilities 
available, independently and safely, so that, whatever today’s mission, you 
can boldly go where you need to.

HT394 £1,049.00 £1,258.80   New

In the box
 ◼ Hand strap/lanyard
 ◼ Belt clip
 ◼ USB power adaptor
 ◼ Long USB‑A to USB‑C cable
 ◼ Getting started guide (English/French)
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For our full range of canes and 
accessories order our Braille 
and Mobility catalogue: 

(IP431 P/B/CD)
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Ramble Tag
The Ramble Tag is a lightweight harness, designed to 
be worn on the upper arm of a guide. It is a guidance 
aid, created to increase independence and enjoyment 
for blind and partially sighted people while walking 
with a guide, and can be used in addition to your 
preferred mobility aid.

Designed to be worn comfortably on skin or fabric, it 
is weather‑proof and breathable and now has a new 
non‑slip interior. The Ramble Tag can be adjusted to 
fit the guide’s arm using two Velcro straps (fits arm 
circumference between 31cm and 42cm). Available in 
two colours and for left or right‑handed use.

£24.00 £28.20
MP121KL Black, guide on your left
MP121KR Black, guide on your right
MP121OL Orange, guide on your left
MP121OR Orange, guide on your right

MP121KL

MP121KR

MP121OL

MP121OR

Please order our Braille and mobility 
catalogue (IP431 P/B/CD) for details 
of our wider range of canes, walking 
sticks and cane accessories. 
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DL128 £87.00 £104.40  Bestseller

In the box
 ◼ 84 small yellow and orange self‑adhesive labels
 ◼ 21 orange and yellow self‑adhesive tactile labels
 ◼ One key‑fob with four recording spots
 ◼ Lanyard
 ◼ Getting started audio instruction card
 ◼ BAT03 Two AAA batteries already inserted

Please buy extra RNIB PenFriend label 
packs in sequence to ensure you don’t 
have duplicate labels, otherwise both 
labels will read out the newest recording.

RNIB PenFriend 3 audio labeller
Our easy‑to‑use labelling device lets you record your own voice on to 
sticky labels which you can attach to a wide range of items, such as spice 
jars, your CD or vinyl collection, clothing and beauty products or even 
plant seed packets. Simply touch the PenFriend to the label to hear your 
recording back and make easy identification possible.

PenFriend labels are available in various forms, including stickers, and 
laundry labels. To save on the number of labels you use, cut them into 
pieces when you have multiples of one item. Laundry labels are useful for 
identifying clothes, bed linen sizes and more.

Each PenFriend can store up to 500 hours of recording and works as 
an MP3 music player or Talking Book player. Your recordings can all be 
backed up with our Label Manager software.

Voice recorders can help you label objects in your home, school or 
workplace, or record shopping lists and other messages so that you 
never forget an ingredient again!

Voice recorders

DL121
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White labels for RNIB PenFriend
Each pack contains 418 labels (364 small circles and 
54 large squares). Note, there is no pack I.

£13.00 £15.60 per pack   While stocks last 
DL88 Pack G DL89 Pack H DL117 Pack J

Tactile PenFriend Labels 
210 yellow and orange labels with a tactile border.

£18.50 £22.20   New
DL123 Pack A DL124 Pack B DL125 Pack C
DL126 Pack D DL127 Pack E

Coloured labels for RNIB PenFriend
418 labels in yellow and orange; 364 small circle labels 
and 54 large square labels.

£13.00 £15.60
DL113 Pack two

Find washable laundry labels for RNIB 
PenFriend on page 54

DL88

DL113

DL123

The RNIB PenFriend DL128 is available to apply for 
through the RNIB Technology Grant Scheme. Other 
items include video magnifiers, kitchen equipment, 
clocks and watches, computer software, phones and 
DAISY players. For information on the terms and 
conditions and to download the Grant Application 
form please visit rnib.org.uk/grants or contact 
our Technology for Life Team on 0303 123 9999.
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Multi-memo voice recorder
This handy circular voice recorder records and plays 
back messages, with a total recording capacity of 
six minutes which can be split over 60 messages.

Record and play them back one at a time using the 
skip forward and backward buttons. Delete individual 
messages or use the locking switch on the back to 
protect any messages from being accidentally erased.

This recorder is ideal for creating shopping lists and 
important reminders, or for taking note of phone 
numbers and appointments. Measures 8cm in diameter.

DH341 £19.80

In the box
 ◼ Three LR44 batteries

Talking heart voice recorder
Send a heartfelt message, record your shopping list 
or create audio labels with this purple, heart‑shaped 
audio message player. It holds up to two minutes 
of audio – ideal for a short message, a reminder, or 
labelling. Recording and playing back your messages 
is easy, and you can either save the message forever or 
rerecord a new one whenever you like.

Sighted assistance may be required. Not suitable 
for children under three.

DH451 £16.20    While stocks last

Additional items to buy
 ◼ BAT03 Three AAA batteries 

DH341

DH451
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Olympus DM-770 digital voice recorder
Create stereo recordings with the help of voice 
guidance to navigate the recorder’s menus. This 
recorder also has distinctive button contours, making 
them easier to identify. The recorder connects easily 
to a PC via integrated USB, and its 8GB of internal 
memory allows more than 2,000 hours of recording. It 
has three microphones which give it the ability to focus 
on one sound in a noisy environment or to “zoom” in 
for a focused recording in a large room. Choose from 
six environment options, including lecture, conference 
and dictation, to get the best sound.

VR19 £149.99

In the box
 ◼ BAT08 One AAA rechargeable battery
 ◼ Carrying case
 ◼ Software CD
 ◼ USB cable
 ◼ Strap

VR19
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Braille labeller
This handheld labelling machine makes it easy to 
produce braille labels, even without knowledge of 
braille. It has a white dial which shows the alphabet 
in braille and black print. The labeller produces both 
uncontracted braille and some contractions.

DL65 £38.99 £46.79   Bestseller

In the box
 ◼ One roll of clear 1.2cm labelling tape

6dot braille label maker
Produce braille labels quickly and easily with this 
portable, electronic braille label maker. Ergonomically 
designed to be portable and easy to use anywhere, the 
label maker has a Perkins‑style keyboard that supports 
all grades of braille, in virtually every language. Can be 
used with DL104 labelling tape.

BM48 £995.00 £1,194.00   New

In the box
 ◼ 10 rolls of 9mm labelling tape

Additional items
 ◼ BAT01 Six AA batteries

Label everyday items simply and effectively: mark settings on your 
tumble drier or oven, make keys easier to identify, or add braille 
labels to your CD collection.

Tactile solutions

DL65

BM48
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Tactile bumps
These are small adhesive rubber dots that provide 
you with a simple and effective way to label everyday 
items. Add them to your washing machine to identify 
the different settings and functions, to your oven or 
hob dials to indicate different temperatures or to your 
keyboard to mark important key. Note that DL103 are 
foam, not rubber.

Orange BumperStops
72 round orange flat head BumperStops

DL25 £5.50 £6.60   Bestseller

Bumpons
DL18 £6.30 56 round black flat head Bumpons
DL14 £6.60  56 large round clear dome head 

Bumpons
DL107 £6.60  54 square black flat head Bumpons
DL24 £10.50  72 small round clear dome 

head Bumpons

Mixed pack of Bump-Dots
80 Bump‑Dots in eight sheets of 10 dots in various 
shapes and colours. Black dome head: large and small. 
Clear dome head: large, medium and small. Black flat 
head squares: large and small. Orange round flat head.
DL102 £10.80

Mixed pack of Touch-Dots
320 foam round flat head dots in five sheets of 
64 dots. This pack includes red, orange, yellow, 
white and black dots.

DL103 £8.50 £10.20

DL14

DL107

DL102

DL103

DL25

Find keyboard stickers on page 138
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Labelling tape
For use with the Braille labellers DL65 and BM48, 
each pack contains 10 rolls of self‑adhesive tape. 
Each roll contains 3.5 metres, and a total of 35 metres 
per pack.

£18.50 £22.50 per pack
DL104 9mm clear
DL105 12mm clear
DL106 12mm black

Loc-Dots
Identify computer keys, central heating or stereo 
controls with these small stickers. The thin flat base 
of each sticker measures 9mm in diameter and in the 
centre is a single raised dot measuring 2mm high. Six 
Loc‑Dots per pack.

£4.00 £4.80 per pack
DL16 Clear
DL90 Orange

RNIB Tacti-Mark
Create your own tactile marks – squeeze this liquid 
plastic through the nozzle and let it set hard. Great 
for marking the settings on your appliances, such 
as your washing machine or thermostat, it can also 
be used on clothing, paper, metal and hard plastics, 
though it does not stick to flexible plastic. 

Tacti‑Mark takes 24 hours to fully dry, and once 
hardened, it cannot easily be removed. 

£5.25 £6.30 per tube
DL40 Orange 
DL40A Black

DL90

DL40

DL40A

DL105
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Berol pens
Make your mark with these broad and fineliner pens. 
The washable black ink will keep fresh without the 
ventilated cap on for up to two weeks. Each pack 
contains 12 pens.

£7.99
DW54  Colour Broad pens with 1.7mm line width 
DW55  Colour Fine pens with 0.6mm line width 

“Articles for the blind” labels
200 labels used to send certain items by Freepost 
within regulations set by the Royal Mail. Space for 
recipient address as well as your own return address.

DP11 £7.00 £8.40   Bestseller

Writing guides
We offer three writing guide styles to help you stay 
between the lines. The Signature guide is white one 
side and black on the other, providing different 
contrast options to suit your needs when signing 
cheques, letters and legal documents. The black 
Envelope guide has five lines, making it easier when 
writing an address. The A4 Notepaper and envelope 
guides use raised tactile lines to guide your writing; 
simply place your paper on top‑of‑the‑line guide.

DW42 Signature guide £1.25 £1.50
DW44 Envelope guide £1.25 £1.50
DW07 Notepaper and envelope guide  £3.75 £4.50

Whether you’re writing a letter to a loved one or a list of things to 
do, our range of writing guides and lined paper can help you to 
express yourself clearly.

Writing guides and notepads

DW54

DP11

DW42

DW07
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DW16

DW37

DW13

Blue cardboard writing frames
Place your sheet of paper inside the frame and use the 
strong card lines to guide your handwriting.

DW13 A5 size with 12 lines £5.00 £6.00
DW14 A4 size with 17 lines £6.00 £7.20

Writing pads
Our A4 and A5 pads have 100 sheets. The A6 pad has 
50 sheets and is spiral‑bound. All sheets have clear 
black lines.

DW16 A4 white 1cm line spacing £8.50 £10.20
DW17 A4 white 1.7cm line spacing £8.50 £10.20
DW37 A4 yellow 1.7cm line spacing £8.50 £10.20
DW49 A5 white 1cm line spacing £6.25 £7.50
DW50 A5 white 1.4cm line spacing £6.25 £7.50
DW51 A6 yellow 1.2cm line spacing £6.50 £7.80

Synapptic Silver 
20 mobile phone

See page 154
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DS10

Big Print desk diary
One week per two‑page spread, including month‑to‑
view calendar on every double page. Includes pages for 
important numbers and forward planning.

DS0223 £10.50 £12.60  Bestseller

Big Print A3 wall calendar
Each month clearly displayed on one page 
in two columns.

DS0323 £7.00 £8.40  Bestseller

More Big Print stationery
DS0723  Big Print 2023 A4 diary – week to view 

£10.50 £12.60
DS0423  Big Print 2023 pocket diary – week to view 

£7.50 £9.00
DS0523  Big Print 2023 foldaway calendar – grid 

£7.50 £9.00
DS10  Big Print address book (orange polypro cover) 

£11.00 £13.20

Our Big Print collection features big, bold print on high quality 
white paper. All diaries now have sturdy eco-friendly board covers 
and all plastic packaging has been removed from the calendars and 
diaries, which now come in a paper envelope.

Calendars and diaries

DS0223

DS0323

Please order our Braille and mobility catalogue  
(IP431 P/B/CD) for details of our wider range of 
products for reading and writing braille, including 
braille stationery. 
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Electronic magnifiers

Magnify images and documents on a screen with an electronic 
magnifier (also known as CCTVs or video magnifiers). 

Portable electronic magnifiers
Portable magnifiers are ideal for taking out and about to read food labels, 
menus or bus timetables as they have built‑in rechargeable batteries and, 
unless otherwise stated, a two‑year warranty.

Ruby handheld video magnifier 
This pocket‑sized video magnifier is small and lightweight and provides 
the magnification you need to read information at home or out and 
about. With the handle closed, the Ruby can be placed directly on to a 
document and set to magnify at 5×, 7.5×, 10×. With the handle extended, 
the device offers 2× to 14× magnification.

The image on the 4.3‑inch screen stays crisp and clear, even when rapidly 
moving the magnifier across lines of text. View in full colour, black on 
white, white on black, yellow on blue or yellow on black. The image 
capture feature means you can freeze an image at arm’s length and then 
bring the screen closer to read. Save up to 15 images for future reference.

Can be used with standard AAA batteries, or the supplied 
rechargeable batteries. Battery life: two hours

HC55 £250.00 £300.00
 Bestseller 
  RNIB exclusive

In the box 
 ◼ BAT08 Four rechargeable  
AAA batteries
 ◼ One mains charger
 ◼ One wrist strap
 ◼ One fabric carry case
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HC81

Ruby XL HD handheld video magnifier 
This slim video magnifier puts crystal clear, high‑
definition magnification in the palm of your hand and 
offers 2× to 14× continuous zoom magnification.

It has a clear five‑megapixel auto‑focus camera, a 
bright five‑inch screen which displays the finest details, 
and image capture which allows you to save up to 80 
images, which you can also transfer to your computer.

Choose from 20 high contrast viewing modes, add 
a horizontal reading line, or use a reading mask that 
blocks part of the screen. 

It has a built‑in reading stand and the handle folds out 
into two positions. 

Battery life: three hours
HC81 £499.00 £598.80  Special order

In the box 
 ◼ One mains charger
 ◼ One wrist strap
 ◼ One fabric carry case
 ◼ One USB cable
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Ruby 7 HD PivotCam portable video magnifier 
The large seven‑inch screen offers 2× to 24× 
continuous zoom magnification. Select from 20 high 
contrast viewing modes, including full colour and 
yellow on black, and add a reading line or mask to 
help find your place.

The PivotCam rotates, offering viewing modes for 
spotting, reading, writing, enjoying hobbies and 
distance viewing, as well as a mirror‑image self‑view. 
Connect the Ruby to an HDTV or monitor using the 
supplied HDMI cable to view images on a larger 
screen. Save up to 100 images – which you can 
transfer to your computer. 

Battery life: four hours
HC113 £655.00  £786.00  Special order

In the box
 ◼ One mains charger
 ◼ One USB cable
 ◼ One carry case
 ◼ One HDMI cable
 ◼ One microfibre lens cloth

HC113
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Compact 10 HD video magnifier
With its large 10‑inch touchscreen, customisable 
features and intuitive operation, the Compact 10 HD 
offers all the benefits of a desktop video magnifier, 
but in a much smaller, foldable, and portable 
design. It offers zoom magnification from 0.5× to 22×.

The magnifier is easy to use and has a unique 
swing‑out arm which effortlessly captures full‑page 
documents and reads them to you. A tactile indicator 
at the foot of the device tells you exactly where to 
place the document you want to read. 

With the arm unfolded, you can also easily look 
at photos, view medicine packaging, and read 
tinned food labels, without being restricted in your 
movements. The arm even allows you to write your 
signature and complete crossword puzzles.

Switch easily between Easy and Advanced Mode. Use 
Easy Mode for increased ease‑of‑use: contrast and 
magnification only. Advanced Mode gives additional 
functions, including a menu, a clock, and extra options.

Available with or without speech function.

Battery life: 3.5 hours
HC131HDS Compact 10 HD Speech video magnifier 
£1,660.00 £1,992.00   Special order

HC131HD Compact 10 HD video magnifier 
£1,100.00 £1,320.00   Special order

In the box
 ◼ One USB‑C cable

Additional items
 ◼ HT376 Mains USB charger plug, if required

HC131HDS
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HC129

Visolux digital XL FHD 12 
The Visolux is an advanced portable video magnifier 
that features a 12‑inch sharp, non‑reflective TFT LCD 
display with touch screen interface and speech output 
on all menu options. The full high‑definition camera 
provides 2× to 22× magnification either in steps or as 
continuous zoom. 

The device’s unique Dynamic Line Scrolling feature 
allows you to scroll both horizontally and vertically 
when on higher magnification levels, without having 
to move the device. 

Images can be captured and stored on a removable 
8GB SD card, and, using the HDMI and USB ports, you 
can save images to your computer or live stream to a 
television screen. You can also connect a video camera 
so the image from the camera appears on the Visolux’s 
screen. Includes a built‑in stand and LED illumination.

Battery life: 2.5 hours
HC129 £1,200.00 £1,440.00  Special order

In the box
 ◼ One USB cable
 ◼ One protective zippered case
 ◼ One HDMI cable
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Explorē 5 handheld electronic magnifier 
This magnifier switches on as soon as you flip out the 
handle, and its large, bright and intuitive buttons make 
it easy to use. 

The HD autofocus camera provides a sharp image on 
the five‑inch screen, from 2× to 22× magnification. 
You can store up to 1,500 images for later viewing and 
can connect it to your TV to see a larger image. The 
magnifier comes with an in‑built reading and writing 
stand to keep your hands free to read your post, write 
notes or sign documents with ease.

Battery life: 3.5 hours
HC105 £445.00 £534.00  Special order

In the box 
 ◼ One USB‑C cable
 ◼ One carrying case 
 ◼ One power adapter
 ◼ One lanyard
 ◼ One microfibre cleaning cloth

HC105
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Explorē 8 handheld electronic magnifier
The Explorē 8 is a powerful yet lightweight handheld 
video magnifier to help you see clearly in your daily 
activities. The eight‑inch HD touchscreen provides 
up to 30× magnification and is ideal for both long 
distance and close‑up viewing. 

This HD touchscreen magnifier uses two 
21‑megapixel cameras to magnify long‑distance 
objects, such as departure boards or shop signs, 
and closer items, including books and newspapers, 
in stunning image quality.

Use the touchscreen to navigate through the intuitive 
menus and features. You can adjust magnification and 
contrast using the large physical buttons. It has a solid 
alloy folding stand for reading on tables and can also 
be easily connected to a large screen TV.

Battery life: 4.5 hours
HC128 £775.00 £930.00   Special order

In the box 
 ◼ One USB‑C quick‑charge cable and charger
 ◼ One protective case
 ◼ One HDMI cable
 ◼ One screen protector
 ◼ One microfibre cloth

HC128

RNIB Technology Grant Scheme
Some products are available through the RNIB 
Technology Grant Scheme, including iPhones, video 
magnifiers, RNIB PenFriend 3, kitchen equipment, 
clocks and watches, and DAISY players. 

For further information visit:  rnib.org.uk/grants
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Accessible phones

See page 143
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Desktop electronic magnifiers are great for longer reading sessions, 
– whether that’s magazine articles or textbooks.

Desktop electronic magnifiers

HC130W

Reveal 16 digital magnifier 
With its 16‑inch adjustable screen and powerful 
optical zoom camera the intuitive and easy‑to‑use 
Reveal 16 shows a crystal‑clear image. Read a book 
or newspaper with a picture‑perfect image or admire 
the scenery outside your window using the distance 
viewing camera. Folds down for easy storage. This 
magnifier offers 10× optical zoom magnification and 
up to 45× digital magnification. 

HC130W £1,995.00 £2,394.00  Special order

In the box
 ◼ One power adaptor
 ◼ One power cable
 ◼ Rechargeable battery 
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Optical magnifiers

Handy accessories for a magnifier
DW38 £5.99 A4 blue clipboard 
DH232 £33.60 Bookchair reading stand

RNIB recommends that you have a low vision assessment before 
considering purchasing any type of magnifier. These devices may 
be available to you on permanent loan through your local low 
vision provider funded by the NHS. It is important that the 
magnifier is the correct power and type.  
 
A low vision practitioner can help you to find the best options 
for you. If you’re not sure who provides this service in your area, 
you can find out by calling our Helpline on 0303 123 9999, by 
emailing helpline@rnib.org.uk, or by searching your postcode 
on sightlinedirectory.org.uk

DW38
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Pocket magnifiers

Perfect for spot-reading small text while you’re out and about or 
at home. Use these magnifiers to check care labels or price tags 
before you buy, inspect the ingredient list for your lunchtime 
sandwich, or read the instructions on medication.

MAG84

MAG106

Daylight YoYo magnifier 3×
This compact, foldable magnifier with LED light weighs 
just 100g and is ideal for carrying in your pocket or 
bag. Use for spot‑reading prices and tags in shops, 
menus in cafes and restaurants or labels around the 
home. The 5.5cm lens provides 3× magnification 
and 380 lux at 15cm.

MAG106 £15.00  Bestseller

Additional items
 ◼ BAT03 Three AAA batteries

Optima folding pocket magnifier
Ideal for spot reading at home or out and about, this 
lightweight magnifier folds into its red plastic handle, 
which doubles as a protective case when not in use. 
The round plastic aspheric lens is 3.5cm in diameter.

£19.50 £23.40
MAG84 4× 16D Circular
MAG85 6× 20D Circular 

In the box
 ◼ Soft, black zip‑up carry case 
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Eschenbach easyPOCKET magnifier 4× 
Perfect for any pocket, this handy credit card‑sized 
magnifier has a bright LED light which automatically 
switches on when you slide the lens fully out of its 
blue case. Ultra‑flat and weighing only 40g, it has a 
rectangular aspheric lens measuring 5 × 4.5cm that 
provides 4× magnification

MAG71 £75.00 £90.00

In the box
 ◼ Two CR2025 cell batteries

MAG71
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Eschenbach mobilux LED hand magnifier
The Eschenbach mobilux provides exceptional 
magnification and outstanding illumination. Ideal 
for reading timetables, menus, and small print on 
packaging. Its energy‑saving LEDs can be used when 
needed, even when the batteries are getting low, and 
its lens has a scratch‑resistant coating. 

To soften the colour of the light, filters are included 
with each magnifier which can be fitted to provide 
three different illumination options. Kelvins are 6,600k 
on the clear filter, 4,500k using the yellow filter and 
2,700k with orange. 

MAG66 3.5× 10D Rectangular £63.50 £76.20
MAG93 4× 16D Rectangular £60.00 £72.00
MAG68 5× 20D Circular £63.50 £76.20
MAG77 6× 4D Circular £67.00 £80.40

In the box
 ◼ BAT01 Two AA batteries
 ◼ Protective case
 ◼ Three colour filters

Handheld magnifiers 

MAG66

MAG68

MAG77

MAG93

Bring recipes, timetables, letters and more into focus with 
a handheld magnifier.
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MAG04

Optima Ideal hand magnifier
This handheld magnifier has a clear plastic frame and 
grey plastic handle. Ideal for spot‑reading recipes, 
letters, and ingredients or nutritional information 
on food packaging. 

MAG04 3× 8D Circular £12.25 £14.70
MAG05 4× 2D Circular £10.75 £12.90

Okolux Mobil Plus LED hand magnifier 5×
This handheld magnifier has a built‑in daylight LED 
light for when you need additional lighting to read 
newspapers, menus, recipes or food packaging. The 
round plastic aspheric lens is 5.5cm in diameter and 
provides 5× magnification.

MAG19 £60.00 £72.00   Bestseller

In the box
 ◼ BAT03 Three AAA batteries
 ◼ Soft protective pouch

For magnifiers with 7× magnification or stronger, we strongly 
recommend a low vision assessment before purchase. Our full 
range of magnifiers, including these higher magnification lenses, 
can be found at rnib.org.uk/shop.
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These magnifiers sit on the page to make magnifying easy. Bar 
magnifiers magnify one line of print at a time, making it easier to 
trace a single line of text.

Bar and dome magnifiers

MAG90

MAG82

Optima bar magnifier
This high‑quality 2× bar magnifier sits on the page to 
magnify one line of print at a time, making it easier 
to trace a single line of text. The magnifier is ideal 
for people with relatively good vision when reading 
directories or other reference material containing 
columns or lists of information in very small print. 

MAG90 £17.25 £20.70

Optima dome magnifier
This dome‑shaped magnifier sits on the page, so the 
text is always in focus as you slide it across the paper. 
It is a low‑powered magnifier (1.8× magnification) but 
very easy to use.

MAG82 £35.00 £42.00 

In the box
 ◼ Soft protective case
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Technology 
and 
computing
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Keyboards and accessories

Large print keyboard stickers 
Adapt your existing keyboard with high visibility large 
print stickers. Each pack includes upper and lower case 
letters, function keys, numbers, number pad, cursor 
keys and symbols in 36 point font (9mm). Compatible 
with PC and Mac.

£4.99 £5.99 per set
HK51 Black lettering on yellow   Bestseller
HK52 Black lettering on white 
HK53 White lettering on black

Geemarc Big Letter keyboard
This standard size black keyboard has large print 
contrasting keys for higher visibility than an average 
keyboard. Connects to your PC via USB cable. Keys are 
1.3 × 1.4cm square and numbers/letters are 1cm high. 

£24.99 £29.99
HK63 Black text on white keys  
HK64 Black text on yellow keys  
HK65 White text on black keys  

Braille keyboard stickers
A set of 72 clear, self‑adhesive braille stickers for 
adapting a standard computer keyboard. Because the 
labels are clear, the keyboard can be used by both 
print and braille readers. Includes all letter and number 
keys as well as most of the common function keys. 
Sighted assistance may be required to apply.

HK57 £17.50 £21.00

Make your keyboard accessible with large print or braille.

HK51

HK65

HK57
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Call our Sight Loss Advice Service on 0300 123 9999 to 
talk about your computing needs. We may have a volunteer 
in your area that can help with set up, software installation 
and getting connected to the internet.
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Mantis Q40 Braille Display
This 40‑cell Bluetooth‑enabled braille display features 
a full QWERTY keyboard and can be used with a 
computer, tablet or other device, as well as a stand‑
alone note taker. Input text using QWERTY input or 
toggle to Perkins‑style braille input as required.

Small and lightweight enough to fit in a laptop or 
tablet bag, the Mantis Q40 includes built‑in apps such 
as: a basic text editor, a book reader to download 
and read books in braille, a calculator, a clock, and 
a file manager to organize your work. It also has 
HumanWare’s signature thumb keys and home button.

HT385-40 £3,095.00 £3,714.00

In the box
 ◼ USB‑C charging cable and USB charger plug
 ◼ Green protective case
 ◼ User guide (stored on device)

HT385-40
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Hable One
Control your phone or tablet 
with this handy gadget.

See page 157
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Our accessible computer range allows you to confidently access 
and send emails, chat with friends or relatives, catch up with the 
news and much more. Your computer will arrive set up and ready to 
go with your choice of either GuideConnect, or SuperNova, 
software. You’ll get an hour’s free training over the phone, as well 
as access to the UK-based support team, by telephone or remote 
access, and a 30-day money back guarantee.

GuideConnect software 
This software provides a consistent and easy way to use the features of 
a computer without having to learn lots of different software. Its simple 
talking menus help even total beginners to send their first email, browse 
the web and much more. Relax and let the natural speech and high 
contrast, large print text lead you, step‑by‑step, to computer success. You 
can even use it on your TV if you prefer.

SuperNova software 
This software offers crystal‑clear magnification combined with the option 
of speech to hear characters and words read aloud as you type. Ideal for 
people with partial or deteriorating sight, the text magnifies from 1.2× 
to 64× and you can easily change the screen colours to suit your needs. 
Touch screen compatibility means you can have instant magnification of 
your point of interest, as you need it.

Desktop computers are supplied with a touch screen, mouse, keyboard 
with quick access keys, DVD drive, Windows 10 and Microsoft Office Home 
and Student Edition. Laptops are supplied with an integrated webcam, 
Windows 10 and DVD drive.

HT383 GuideConnect TV package 
HT349 Laptop with SuperNova software
HT378 Desktop with GuideConnect software 
HT347 Desktop with SuperNova software

Please contact the Helpline on 0300 123 9999 for up-to-date 
details of the specification and pricing. Prices start at £740.00.

Accessible computers
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Phones
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BT Big Button 200 corded phone 
This easy‑to‑use phone gives you the option of using 
the corded handset or the hands‑free, loudspeaker 
option to make incoming and outgoing calls. It 
features speech amplification and is fitted with an 
inductive coupler, so it is compatible with hearing 
aids. The additional “loud” button also boosts the 
caller’s voice by up to 16dB. The phone has three 
standard ringtones, adjustable ringer volume control, 
and a visual ring indicator. 

The large black number pad buttons have great 
contrast against the white phone casing and 
white text; they are well‑spaced, and each button 
measures 2cm high. 

The phone features three one‑touch memory 
buttons to easily dial your most important numbers, 
and you can store an additional 10 numbers in your 
quick dial memory. 

DH216X £31.99   Bestseller

In the box
 ◼ Telephone line cord
 ◼ BAT01 Four AA batteries

Please check our website for new telephone models. Landline 
features include large buttons with bold contrasting numbers, and 
big memory buttons for speed dialling. Our cordless phones have 
DECT technology for clearer digital sound. 

Landline telephones 

DH216X
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Swissvoice amplified phones

These amplified landline phones have large, high contrast buttons, 
great sound quality and are hearing aid compatible. They also offer 
photo memory buttons for calling loved ones with a single push. 
Choose corded, cordless or a combination of both.

Each of these phones have adjustable volume, with audio-boost 
available for extra-loud volume on the earpiece. They also feature 
a large, backlit incoming call indicator.

Swissvoice Xtra 1110 amplified corded phone
This corded telephone has large black dialling keys with braille dots 
and high contrast white numbers on a spacious keypad, as well as great 
sound quality. It has six photo buttons and two direct memory keys and 
can be wall mounted.
DH434 £34.99 £41.99 

In the box
 ◼ Telephone line cable
 ◼ Two telephone line 
cable connecters
 ◼ Photo cutting guide
 ◼ SOS card
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BlindShell Classic 2
Accessible mobile phone 
available in black and red.
See page 148
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SwissVoice 2355 dect with answering machine
This cordless landline phone also has an integral answering machine. The 
spacious keypad has large, high contrast number buttons which will also 
speak when pressed to make dialling easy.

The base unit has four photo memory buttons, and the answering machine 
holds up to 30 minutes of messages which can be played back slowly.

The handset has a large backlit display screen with caller ID, and the phone 
also has a call blocking function, so you can blacklist up to 100 numbers. 

This phone also has a reminder feature so that you don’t miss important 
events. You can set the reminder by recording your voice or using the 
alarm sound.

Can be used with an additional cordless 
handset (DH464)
DH463 £120.00  £144.00   New
DH464 £53.00 £63.60  Coming soon

In the box
 ◼ Cordless handset
 ◼ Cordless base unit
 ◼ Mains power adaptor
 ◼ One telephone line cable
 ◼ Three AAA rechargeable batteries
 ◼ Telephone plug convertor (optional)
 ◼ Photo cutting guide
 ◼ Four spare transparent photo covers 
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Our phones and tablets are unlocked so you can use a SIM card 
from your preferred network provider. SIM cards are not included.

BlindShell Classic 2
This accessible mobile phone is easy to use and has some smartphone 
functionality. It has large, tactile buttons on the keypad, and offers voice 
control. Its specially designed hardware includes an improved loudspeaker, 
long‑life battery and a 13MP camera.

Features include WhatsApp, YouTube, an internet browser, built‑in screen 
reader, a colour detector, and NFC object tagging. You can also add more 
apps if you need them.

Other assistive tools include a magnifier, GPS location, and an SOS button. 
You can also program single button access to your favourite apps and 
add NFC tags to items to help you identify them with your phone – for 
example, distinguish between toothpaste and hand cream.

BlindShell Classic 2 also offers you a book reader, games, email, FM and 
internet radio, a music player and a voice recorder.

£399.00 £478.80    New
HM90-K Black
HM90-R Red

In the box
 ◼ Charging cradle 
 ◼ USB‑C cable and power adapter
 ◼ Wired earphones
 ◼ Lanyard
 ◼ Three NFC tags

Also available 
 ◼ HA008-R BlindShell Classic 2 flip case, red £30.00 £36.00
 ◼ HA008-K BlindShell Classic 2 flip case, black £30.00 £36.00
 ◼ HA009  NFC Tags – Pack of 10 £20.00 £24.00

Mobile phones and tablets
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BlindShell Beep Bluetooth locator
Keep track of personal objects, like keys, wallets and 
bags, with a BlindShell Beep. Simply attach the Beep to 
the object and use your BlindShell Classic 2 phone to 
‘call’ it anytime you need to find it.

The Beep will ring out a tune until it’s found, when you 
can silence it using the phone.

The BlindShell Beep is easy to pair with your BlindShell 
Classic 2 phone via Bluetooth – and you can pair more 
than one of them if you want to track multiple objects. 
You can name each one individually in the phone’s 
‘find beeper’ menu.  

HA10-1 One Beep £29.00 £34.80   New
HA10-2 Two Beeps £52.00 £62.40   New
HA10-3 Three Beeps £66.00 £79.20   New

HA10-1
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BlindShell Classic 2 spare charging cradle
This handy sit‑in, weighted charging dock is supplied 
with a 3M sticky pad so it can be fixed to a location. It 
also prevents the cradle being knocked over when the 
phone is inserted or removed.

HA11-ONLY Charging cradle only  
 £30.00 £36.00  
HA11-CH Cradle with charging cable 
 £45.00  £54.00 
HA11-PS Cradle with power supply 
 £45.00 £54.00 
HA11-ALL Cradle with cable and power supply 
 £60.00 £72.00   

HA11

BlindShell Classic 2 replacement battery
This 3000 mAh battery gives up to 96 hours of battery life. (Battery should 
only be charged in the phone.) Please note, sighted assistance may be 
required to change the battery.

HA12 £25.00 £30.00
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RNIB Technology Support 
For information or advice on technology that will be 
suitable for your needs, please contact our team on 
0303 123 9999 and speak to one of our advisers 
within the Sight Loss Advice Service.
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Emporia TALKactive mobile phone
Developed with advice from RNIB’s 
Technology for Life Team, this elegant 
clamshell feature phone has a Voice Assist 
feature to make it easy to stay in touch via 
phone calls and messages. 

Voice Assist announces all the key functions, 
from menus and incoming numbers to 
phone book contacts. It also means that 
with one button press you know your 
battery level and the time of day. New 
messages are announced as they arrive 
and read out when you choose to listen. 

When you want to reply, the phone will 
read back the keys as you input text and 
read back the finished message before you 
send it. 

Designed with simplicity in mind, the 
Emporia TALKactive T221 4G also has 
a clear 2.2‑inch screen, large text and 
excellent contrast both on the display 
and the backlit keypad. 

The Emporia Emergency Call Function 
provides added security in the event 
of difficulty, and the phone has two 
Direct Memory buttons for your most 
used numbers. 

This phone requires a Nano-SIM card.
HM87-U £125.00 £150.00

In the box
 ◼ Charging cradle and cable
 ◼ Two battery covers
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Emporia V27 Simplicity mobile phone
Designed to be uncomplicated, the Emporia Simplicity V27 is a 2G mobile 
bar phone with accessible features.

The large two‑inch screen displays text that is large, bold and adjustable. 
Both the display and backlit keypad use high contrast white text against 
black to make them easier to see. The start and end call buttons are clearly 
marked with green and red icons. The buttons are all extra‑large, raised 
and illuminated, with an excellent pressure point for ease of dialling.

Three direct memory buttons allow you to quickly dial your most‑used 
numbers, meaning help is never too far from reach.

Other features include emergency button, radio, alarm, calendar, 
calculator, and three alert profiles (silent/sleep, meeting/theatre, and 
maximum/bus mode). Sounds are also loud and clear, to help those who 
are hard of hearing.

On stand‑by, the battery lasts up to 
360 hours, and has a talk‑time up to 
300 minutes. Requires a mini‑SIM card. 
This phone is a 2G‑only model and not 
compatible with network Three.

HM91  £37.50 £45.00   New 

In the box
 ◼ Easy‑to‑use micro‑USB charger cable
 ◼ Charging cradle
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Synapptic Silver 20 mobile phone
This easy‑to‑use and easy‑to‑see fully talking Samsung smartphone 
can be controlled with simple gestures or voice control.

It offers easy‑to‑follow menus, large high‑contrast text, voice 
dictation and clear speech feedback.

Because all the Synapptic features work in the same way, once you’ve 
mastered one feature, you’ve mastered them all, making it effortless 
to use this smartphone.

Synapptic provide one hour’s free telephone training to get you started.
HM89 £499.00 £598.80  Special order

In the box
 ◼ Pre‑installed software
 ◼ Charger
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Synapptic Silver 10-inch tablet
This accessible 10.5‑inch Samsung tablet is pre‑loaded 
with Synapptic software to make it easy to use. All the 
features work in the same way, so it’s easy to learn 
how to use it too. Easy‑to‑follow menus, clear speech 
feedback and large high‑contrast text make this tablet 
effortless to use. 

Synapptic features voice dictation and hands‑free 
control with voice command, so you can dictate 
messages instead of typing them. Includes a USB 
adaptor so you can listen to Talking Books or other 
content on a memory stick. This tablet also includes 
a free one‑hour telephone training session with the 
supplier, so you’re ready to go with your device.

HT392WO Tablet without SIM   Special order
£479.00 £574.80

HT392W Tablet with SIM   Special order
£519.00 £622.80

In the box
 ◼ Pre‑installed software
 ◼ Charger
 ◼ Memory stick with adaptor
 ◼ SIM card with £10 credit – HT392W only

HT392WO
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Orbit Writer
Write braille anytime, anywhere using this ultra‑
compact Perkins‑style braille keyboard that works 
with all smartphones and computers, straight out of 
the box. It gives you an instant, seamless connection 
so you can get on with sending messages and emails, 
updating your social media, and much more. High‑
quality scissor keys provide a smooth, quiet operation 
and positive tactile feedback. Navigation keys let you 
control your smartphone or computer with intuitive 
key combinations, so there’s no need to use touch 
gestures. Connect to five devices simultaneously using 
Bluetooth and one over USB, and switch between them 
easily using hotkey combinations.

Lightweight and similar in size to a small smartphone, 
the keyboard also has a rugged construction. It 
will fit easily into a pocket or small bag, but also 
has attachment points for a strap or lanyard. Its 
fast‑charging, long‑life battery gives more than three 
days of use.

HT384 Orbit Writer £140.00 £168.00
HA007 Orbit Writer carrying case £17.99

In the box
 ◼ USB cable 

Mobile phone accessories

HT384
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Hable One
Text, tweet or email from your smartphone with ease 
using this eight‑button wireless braille keyboard. This 
hardware keyboard is smaller than a smartphone and 
built for efficiency, precision and mobility. Connects to 
an iPhone, iPad or any Android smartphone or tablet 
via Bluetooth in seconds. No installation is needed 
– just pair it and start typing! Use the eight buttons 
to write and edit texts, navigate through apps, and 
use shortcuts for a smooth and swift smartphone 
experience. Access all VoiceOver or TalkBack functions 
via the keyboard, avoiding the need for double‑taps, 
triple‑taps, and Z‑movements. One charge gives 50 
hours of use (approximately two weeks of battery life).

HT388 £239.00 £286.80   New

In the box
 ◼ USB‑C cable 
 ◼ Safety strap

HT388
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 RNIB Technology Grant Scheme
Some products are available through the RNIB 
Technology Grant Scheme, including iPhones, video 
magnifiers, RNIB PenFriend 3, kitchen equipment, 
clocks and watches, and DAISY players. 

For further information visit:  rnib.org.uk/grants
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We’re here 
for you 
when you 
need us.
If you’re coming to terms 
with sight loss, you’re not 
alone. We’re here to support 
you in any way we can. 

Reach out to us today.
rnib.org.uk
0303 123 9999

© RNIB registered charity in England and Wales (226227), Scotland (SC039316), Isle of Man (1226). Also operating in Northern Ireland.RE
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